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Abstract

This paper studies strategic situations where a population of heterogeneous players are ran-

domly matched with each other to play games with strategic substitutes and players have in-

complete information about their opponents’ private types. If players hold type-independent

beliefs about their opponents’ types, then in equilibrium players’ actions are monotonic with

respect to their types. Since players’ private types are often not observable to the analyst, to

understand what kind of observable behavior can be explained by this model, a representation

result is established for this model when the analyst observes how the population behaves on

an aggregate level. Of course, a model with type-independent beliefs may not be justified, since

types could be correlated in many applications. Moreover, in experiments where individuals

are randomly matched to play games with strategic substitutes, they report systematically het-

erogeneous conjectures about their opponents’ actions: Players who act more aggressively also

conjecture that their opponents would act more aggressively. This not only contradicts the

type-independent belief model, but is also counterintuitive because in games with strategic sub-

stitutes, opponents’ aggressive behavior discourages players from playing aggressively. A model

is then proposed where players have self-similar beliefs. It captures the intuition that higher

types believe that their opponents are also of higher types and fits the experimental observa-

tions. One important and surprising result is that models with type-independent beliefs and

self-similar beliefs are observationally equivalent for many payoff parameters, that is they have

identical behavioral implications.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, I study the behavioral implications of players’ beliefs about each other when they

engage in games with strategic substitutes. Many strategic situations of economic interest fall into

this category. Take entry games, for example: Two firms simultaneously decide whether to enter a

market. The market generates a higher revenue for a firm if it is the only firm that operates in it.

The potential revenue from the market for one or two firms is common knowledge. However, the

cost associated with entering the market is private information for each firm. The lower the cost,

the more beneficial it is to enter the market. A firm’s belief about its competitor’s private cost

therefore affects its conjecture over its competitor’s action, and thus affects its expected revenue

from entering the market. The higher the probability that the competitor enters the market, the

more beneficial it is to stay out of the market.

I compare the behavioral implications of two modeling choices across different games, assuming

that analysts can observe game parameters that are common knowledge and players’ actions, but

not players’ private types or their conjectures about their opponents’ actions. The most parsimo-

nious model is where players hold type-independent beliefs. In other words, regardless of their own

types, players hold the same belief about their opponents’ type. After characterizing the equilib-

ria, a natural nextstep is to ask first, what the model implies about players’ observable behavior;

second, if players’ behavior is observed, whether parameters exist to explain the data; and third,

if such parameters do exist, whether they are unique and how they can be identified. To address

these questions, I establish a representation result for this model when analysts observe how a pop-

ulation behaves across games. Then I demonstrate with a constructive proof that the parameters

are uniquely identified.

However, this model may not accurately capture the beliefs players hold. In the entry game

example, there could be common factors that affect both players’ costs to enter a market. For

instance, they may be faced with similar local labor cost, rent, infrastructure cost and so on.

Therefore, suppose a firm is faced with a low cost to enter a market; it makes sense for it to believe

that its competitor is also faced with a relatively low entering cost. Generally speaking, suppose

players hold a common prior about how types are jointly distributed and Bayesian update their

beliefs about their opponents’ type upon observing their own type. If types are believed to be

affiliated, then as a result, higher types believe that their opponents’ are more likely to be of higher

types.

There is also evidence from lab experiments where individuals are asked to report their con-

jectures over their opponents’ actions. For example, Rubinstein and Salant (2016) conduct an

experiment where subjects are presented with a Hawk-Dove game1 and instructed that they are to

play this game with someone randomly chosen from among several hundred people. Among other

things, the subjects are then asked which action they would choose and how likely they believe

1The payoff matrix of this game is presented on page 9.
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their opponents would play “Hawk”. They find that players who choose to play “Hawk” also hold

a higher belief about their opponents playing “Hawk”. This experiment demonstrates that players

hold systematically different conjectures about their opponents’ actions.

To incorporate these considerations, I introduce a second model where players hold self-similar

beliefs: those who are of higher types also believe that their opponents are of higher types. In

the Rubinstein and Salant (2016) experiment, higher types are those who are less altruistic. Since

players’ types are not observable to the analyst, players’ degrees of altruism drive both their actions

and, via self-similarity, their conjectures over their opponents’ actions, explaining the positive

correlation observed in the experiment.

In most empirical research, players’ conjectures about their opponents’ actions are not observed.

Instead, the only data an analyst observes are players’ chosen actions across different games either

on an aggregate or individual level. One important question is whether the two models are distin-

guishable with such observables. I demonstrate that in games where players’ equilibrium actions are

monotonic with respect to their types, the behavioral implications of a self-similar belief model is

qualitatively equivalent to that of a type-independent belief model. Therefore, for these games, an

analyst can model players’ behavior as if they hold type-independent beliefs, and use the axioms in

the corresponding representation result to test the model even if beliefs are likely to be self-similar.

More formally, assume that the analyst observes a continuum population of players that are

randomly matched to play symmetric 2ˆ 2 games with strategic substitutes. The payoff matrix is

shown below. The two actions are labeled the high action (aH) and the low action (aL). The payoff

parameters m and n are common knowledge for both players and are observable to the analyst. θ

and θ1, on the other hand, are players’ private information and are not observable to the analyst.

Table 1: Game of interest

aL aH

aL n, n 1´ θ, θ1

aH θ, 1´ θ1 m,m

It is assumed that m ` n ď 1 and θ, θ1 P r0, 1s. This game has two important features: First,

the higher a player’s type, the more she prefers aH to aL; and second, fixing any θ (or θ1, for the

column player), the more likely a player conjectures her opponent to play aH , the less attractive it

is for her to play aH . The primitive is called a population action profile: An analyst observes the

aggregate behavior of a population across different games. In other words, for given m and n, the

analyst records, for example, that 60% of the population plays the high action in that game. For a

different combination of m1 and n1, she records that 34% of the population plays the high action.

In Section 2, I demonstrate that up to renormalization, the game above captures a wide variety of

strategic situations. Examples include entry games where potential revenues are common knowledge

and costs to enter are private, teamwork games where rewards are common knowledge and costs of
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effort are private information, and finally lab experiments where individuals are randomly matched

to play Hawk-Dove games or Prisoner’s Dilemma games and their degrees of altruism are private

information.

In Section 3, I study a model where players’ beliefs are type-independent. More specifically, all

players in the population believe that their opponents’ types are randomly drawn from distribution

B, and the true population type distribution is H. In many games, analysts assume that players

hold correct beliefs. The model permits this but does not assume it. Instead, I leave it to the data

to tell whether B “ H by providing a simple condition to test for correct beliefs.

When players have type-independent beliefs, the equilibrium takes the simple form of a cutoff

strategy: All players whose types are higher than the cutoff type play the high action and all those

whose types are lower than the cutoff type play the low action. We say that a population action

profile has a type-independent belief representation if we can find a type distribution function H

and a belief function B such that if all players in the population hold belief B, for each game

pm,nq, let θ˚ be the equilibrium cutoff type; then the fraction of players playing the high action

in the cutoff equilibrium is dictated by 1 ´ Hpθ˚q: the probability that a player’s type is higher

than the cutoff type θ˚. For different values of m and n, the cutoff type θ˚ is also different. This

holds true for all games with strategic substitutes, i.e. games with m ` n ď 1. I establish that a

population action profile has a type-independent belief representation if and only if it satisfies the

Axioms Dominance, Monotonicity, Continuity and Convexity.

Dominance says that when m (the payoff of both playing aH) is large enough, all players play

aH and when n (the payoff of both playing aL) is large, all players play aL. Monotonicity says that

when m increases and n decreases, then more players play aH . These two axioms are intuitively

plausible and are supported by empirical evidence. Continuity is a technical assumption and in my

model it implies that there are no atoms in the true population type distribution. Convexity can

be viewed as the combination of risk neutrality and an independence condition. The requirement

of risk neutrality is plausible when players are firms and when the monetary stakes are small as in

lab experiments.

The methodology I adopt in this section resembles that of Daley and Sadowski (2016), who study

a model of magical thinking and develop axioms for the behavior of individuals across games. I

demonstrate how the axiomatic approach of analyzing behavior in strategic settings can be applied

to play in the games with type-dependent payoffs described above and also how it can be generalized

to heterogeneous beliefs and more general payoff structures. The benefit of the axiomatic approach

is that it makes precise how behavior is different under the two models.2

In section 4, I allow players to hold self-similar beliefs. In other words, higher types believe that

their opponents are more likely to be of higher types. With such beliefs, a cutoff equilibrium does

not always exist. For example, suppose individuals are randomly matched to play a Hawk-Dove

2Appendix B provides a precise comparison between this model and the model of Daley and Sadowski (2016) by
describing the exact differences in behavior for the two models.
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game. Less altruistic players will tend to favor “Hawk” over “Dove” to a greater degree than more

altruistic players. At the same time, less altruistic players who believe that others in the population

are similar to themselves expect more aggressive behavior from their opponents, which discourages

them from playing aggressively. Therefore, in equilibrium, it is not necessarily the case that less

altruistic players play more aggressively.

Similarly, in entry games, firms with lower costs tend to favor entering the market more than

higher-cost firms do. However, if they believe that their competitors also have low costs, then they

conjecture that there is a higher chance that their competitors would choose to enter the market,

making entry less attractive to them. Therefore, in equilibrium, it is not necessarily the case that

firms with lower entry costs choose to enter the market.

I establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a cutoff equilibrium in games

with strategic substitutes in this context. When players’ beliefs are not too self-similar, in a way

that will be formally defined in Section 4, the direct effect of private types dominates and a cutoff

equilibrium exists. My result complements past research which mostly focuses on the conditions for

the existence of monotone pure strategy Nash equilibria for supermodular games, where strategies

are complements. For example, Athey (2001) proves that in games with incomplete information,

a pure strategy Nash equilibrium exists if 1) utility functions are supermodular both in players’

actions and in actions and types; and 2) players’ types are affiliated. McAdams (2003) extends the

result to multidimensional type spaces.

Interestingly, if players have self-similar beliefs and a cutoff equilibrium exists, then higher types

play the high action, while conjecturing that their opponents’ are more likely to play the high action.

Since players’ types are often not observable, an analyst who observes conjectures over actions will

record the seemingly counterintuitive pattern that those who play the high action also believe that

their opponents are more likely to play the high action. This feature of the model is consistent

with the experimental evidence (Rubinstein & Salant, 2016; Charness, Rigotti, & Rustichini, 2016)

that players’ actions and their conjectures about their opponent’s action are positively correlated

even in games with strategic substitutes.

Next I show that across all games where players adopt monotone pure strategies (cutoff equi-

librium), the properties of a population action profile remain qualitatively the same as if players’

beliefs are type-independent. Therefore, an analyst can rationalize a population’s behavior in these

games as if players hold type-independent beliefs, even if there is self-similarity in their actual

beliefs. Moreover, with population action data in these games, an analyst can estimate the true

distribution of players’ types, make inferences about the model and predict the population’s be-

havior in hypothetical games3 as if players hold type-independent beliefs. Of course, this is limited

to the case where only players’ actions are observed. If in addition to actions, the analyst also ob-

3To make sure that predictions are made within the set of cutoff equilibria games, individual action data can be
collected to identify players’ unobservable private type and thus the set of games that are played with monotone pure
strategies.
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serves players’ conjectures about their opponent’s action, then the two models have very different

implications on the observables. Type-independent beliefs imply that players’ equilibrium conjec-

tures are homogeneous, while self-similar beliefs imply that in cutoff equilibria players’ equilibrium

conjectures are positively aligned with their actions.

Finally, I also propose a definition for one population being more self-similar than another and

discuss its behavioral content. Intuitively, a population is more self-similar if players’ beliefs depend

more on their types and their self-perceived quantiles are more dispersed. Now that players’ beliefs

are more dependent on their types, cutoff equilibria cease to exist in more games. In terms of

behavioral implications, for a more self-similar population, the set of games where the population’s

behavior can be rationalized by type-independent beliefs shrinks and within this set of games,

players act more similarly: they tend to side more on the dominant action, whether it is the high

action or the low action depending on the strategic situation they are engaged in.

It is left unanswered in this paper whether self-similar beliefs can be sustained when players

engage in similar strategic environments repeatedly. Frick, Iijima, and Ishii (2018) discuss this

topic by assuming that players interact with each other assortatively: higher types are more likely

to interact with higher types. They show that a unique form of misperception persists in all

environments: all players believe that the people they interact with constitute a representative

sample of the total population.

2 Examples

I now demonstrate that up to renormalization, the game proposed earlier captures the strategic

content of a wide variety of strategic situations. Recall that the normalized 2ˆ 2 game of strategic

substitutes takes the following form.

Table 2: Game of interest

aL aH

aL n, n 1´ θ, θ1

aH θ, 1´ θ1 m,m

Let pm,nq denote the above game. In this game, suppose a type-θ player conjectures that with

probability µ her opponent plays aH ; then she weakly prefers aH if and only if

µ ¨m` p1´ µq ¨ θ ě µ ¨ p1´ θq ` p1´ µq ¨ n

Example 1 (Entry games). The payoff matrix of a symmetric entry game is shown as below.
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Table 3: Entry game

Out Enter

Out 0, 0 0, RH ´ c
1

Enter RH ´ c, 0 RL ´ c,RL ´ c
1

RH denotes the revenue a firm can earn when it is the only producer in the market, while RL

denotes its revenue if it is one of two producers in the market. RH ě RL. c, c1 P r0, 1s denote the

two firms’ private costs of entering the market. Suppose a firm with private cost c conjectures that

its opponent enters the market with probability µ; then it weakly prefers to enter the market if and

only if

µ ¨ pRL ´ cq ` p1´ µq ¨ pRH ´ cq ě 0.

In this context, let aH denote the action of entering the market and aL denote the action of

staying out of the market. To show that this game is strategically equivalent to the game in Table

2, let θ “ 1´ c, θ1 “ 1´ c1, m “ RL and n “ 1´RH . Then

µ ¨ pRL ´ cq ` p1´ µq ¨ pRH ´ cq ě 0

ðñ µ ¨RL ` p1´ µq ¨ p1´ cq ě µ ¨ c` p1´ µqp1´RHq

ðñ µ ¨m` p1´ µq ¨ θ ě µ ¨ p1´ θq ` p1´ µq ¨ n.

Moreover, m` n ď 1 ðñ RL ď RH .

Intuitively, type θ describes how cost efficient a firm is. m and n measure the desirability of the

outcomes where both firms choose to enter and where both firms choose to stay out of the market

respectively. When RH is higher, the firms forgo a larger amount of revenue by staying out of the

market. When RL is higher, entering the market is more attractive even if the other firm is also

entering the market.

Example 2 (Teamwork games). Two teammates collaborate on a project. They each can choose

to exert effort or shirk on the project.

Let w1 and w2 denote the commonly known payoffs both players get if one or two players work

on the project, and c, c1 P r0, 1s denote the two players’ private costs of exerting effort. The payoff

if neither player works on the project is normalized to 0.

Table 4: Team effort game

Work Shirk

Work w2 ´ c, w2 ´ c
1 w1 ´ c, w1

Shirk w1, w1 ´ c
1 0, 0
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If a player whose cost of effort is c conjectures that with probability µ her teammate shirks,

and with probability 1´ µ her teammate works on the project, then she weakly prefers to shirk if

and only if

µ ¨ 0` p1´ µq ¨ w1 ě µ ¨ pw1 ´ cq ` p1´ µq ¨ pw2 ´ cq

ðñ µ ¨m` p1´ µq ¨ θ ě µ ¨ p1´ θq ` p1´ µq ¨ n,

where θ “ c, n “ w2 ´ w1 and m “ 1´ w1.

Intuitively, let “Shirk” be the high action and “Work” be the low action. θ measures a player’s

cost to exert effort. Therefore, the higher a player’s type is, the more benefit she gets from shirking.

m measures the desirability of the outcome where both players shirk. The higher w1 is, the less

desirable this outcome is.

Moreover, with this renormalization,

m` n ď 1 ðñ w2 ´ w1 ď w1.

In words, the marginal benefit of more people working on the project decreases. This is the key

property that generates the strategic substitution effect in these games.

Example 3 (Lab experiments with monetary payoffs and altruistic individuals). A common setup

in lab experiments is as follows: individuals are presented with the payoff matrix of a game and

instructed that they are going to be randomly matched with some other participant to play this

game. Analysts observe players’ actions and sometimes also their reported conjectures on how their

opponents’ would play. In this case, monetary outcomes for both players are explicitly specified and

thus can be viewed as common knowledge. However, as experimental research shows, individual

players can also care about their opponents’ payoffs. To what degrees they do so is their private

information.

Suppose players have altruistic preferences: Let πi and πj be the payoffs for player i and her

opponent player j; then player i’s utility is Uipπi, πj , θiq “ θiπi ` p1´ θiqπj , where θi P Θ :“ r0, 1s

is player i’s private type. It is easy to see that the game of interest depicts the strategic situation

where the row player is of type θ, the column player is of type θ1 and they are matched to play the

following game:

Table 5: Symmetric 2ˆ 2 game with monetary payoffs

aL aH

aL n, n 0, 1

aH 1, 0 m,m
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More generally, suppose players are randomly matched to play any symmetric 2ˆ 2 game, with

the payoff matrix shown below, where x ą y and k ` l ď x` y.

Table 6: General symmetric 2ˆ 2 game with monetary payoffs

aL aH

aL k, k y, x

aH x, y l, l

By assuming x ą y, we label the better-off player’s action as aH when two players’ actions are

different. It is almost without loss of generality except that the case where both players’ payoffs

are the same is ruled out. On the other hand, the condition k` l ď x`y implies that x´k ď l´y,

the left hand side of which is the monetary gain of a player switching from aL to aH when her

opponent plays aL, while the right hand side is that when her opponent plays aH . In other words,

these are games with strategic substitutes.

The games used by Rubinstein and Salant (2016) fall into this category, where aH (or action B

in their experiments) is interpreted as “Hawk” in a Hawk-Dove game and aL (or action A in their

experiments) is “Dove”.

Table 7: Rubinstein Salant experiment game

A B

A 30, 30 30, 70

B 70, 30 0, 0

The Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) games used by Charness et al. (2016) also satisfy this condition.

In these games, the high action aH corresponds to “Defect” and the low action aL corresponds to

“Cooperate”. Charness et al. (2016) use different values for k, namely k “ 3, 4, 5, 6. For all these

values, the monetary gain of switching from “Cooperate” to “Defect” is greater when the opponent

cooperates.

Table 8: Charness et al. experiment game

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate k, k 1, 7

Defect 7, 1 2, 2

Therefore, using the labels in Table 6 a type-θ player prefers aH if and only if

µ ¨ l ` p1´ µq ¨ ry ` px´ yqθs ě µ ¨ rx` py ´ xqθs ` p1´ µq ¨ k,
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where µ is the probability with which a player conjectures that her opponent plays aH . Let

m “
l ´ y

x´ y
and n “

k ´ y

x´ y
,

then the condition is equivalent to

µ ¨m` p1´ µq ¨ θ ě µ ¨ p1´ θq ` p1´ µq ¨ n.

As a final note, the topics of other-regarding preferences and self-reported beliefs have received

a lot of attention from both theorists and experimental economists. For example, Charness and

Rabin (2002) use a series of games to figure out the appropriate form of social preferences. Costa-

Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008) discuss whether the elicited beliefs are the true beliefs players best

respond to. They assume that all players hold the same belief and propose a statistical model to

test and later reject the null hypothesis that the underlying beliefs for actions and the reported

beliefs coincide. What is lacking in this literature is a self-contained model to properly deal with

the heterogeneity of players in terms of both payoff relevant types and interim beliefs to match the

choice data collected by experimental economists. The common practice in the existing literature

is to credit the heterogeneity entirely to noise. My work contributes to filling this gap by laying

out an economic model, upon which more sophisticated statistical models can be built.

3 Type-independent beliefs and population action profiles

A continuous population I of players are randomly matched to play the following symmetric 2ˆ 2

game. Let X :“ taL, aHu denote the set of actions. The values of m and n are common knowledge

for both players and also observable to the analyst. Let G :“ tpm,nq | m ` n ď 1u denote the

set of all games with strategic substitutes. θ P Θ :“ r0, 1s is the row player’s private type that is

unobservable to both her opponent and the analyst. Similarly, θ1 P r0, 1s is the column player’s

private type that is unobservable to the row player and the analyst.

Table 9: Game of interest

aL aH

aL n, n 1´ θ, θ1

aH θ, 1´ θ1 m,m

In this section, I study the parsimonious model where players hold type-independent beliefs. In

other words, regardless of their private type, all players hold belief B about their opponents’ types.

B is a continuous cumulative density function (c.d.f.) on Θ. For any game g P G, let ugpa, a
1, θq

denote a type-θ player’s payoff if she plays action a and her opponent plays a1.
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Definition 1. For any game g P G and belief B, a subjective Bayesian Nash equilibrium (SBNE)

is a mapping σ : Θ Ñ ∆pXq such that, for µpaq :“
ş

θ1PΘ σ
1
θpaqdBpθ

1q,@a P X, and for θ P Θ and

any a, a1 P X with σθpaq ą 0,

µpaHqugpa, aH , θq ` µpaLqugpa, aL, θq ě µpaHqugpa
1, aH , θq ` µpaLqugpa

1, aL, θq.

There are two possible interpretations of this equilibrium concept: First, the equilibrium strat-

egy is the symmetric equilibrium strategy adopted by both players in the game. In other words, the

equilibrium strategy is a contingent plan of actions for both players before their types (preferences

and beliefs) are determined by nature.

The second interpretation, which better fits the setup in this paper, is that equilibrium is a

description of the population behavior; each player has a private preference type and also holds a

belief about others’ types. The equilibrium describes a situation where given every type’s choice of

action, players form a common conjecture over actions based on their common belief about others’

types, and in equilibrium all types best respond to this common conjecture over actions.

Definition 2. An SBNE pσ, µq is a cutoff equilibrium if there exists θ˚ P Θ such that

σθ “ aL, @θ ă θ˚; σθ “ aH , @θ ą θ˚.

When players’ beliefs are type-independent, a unique equilibrium always exists and takes the

form of a cutoff equilibrium.

Proposition 1. For any belief B and any game g P G, a unique SBNE pσ, µq exists. Moreover,

the unique SBNE is a cutoff equilibrium.

Suppose an analyst observes how a population behaves on an aggregate level in all games g P G.

Specifically, for each game she records what fraction of the population plays the high action. A

population action profile is a function A : G Ñ r0, 1s. For example, Apm,nq “ 0.8 means that in

game pm,nq, 80% of the population play the high action.

For instance, for entry games, an analyst observes how the entry rate changes when the potential

revenues (RH and RL) change, assuming firms’ costs have a stable distribution. For the teamwork

games, roughly speaking, an analyst observes how a population’s overall effort level (e.g. the

percentage of students who exert effort on a team project) changes when w1 and w2 (e.g. the

grading system for the team project) changes. In lab experiments, the analyst observes what

fractions of the population play a certain action given different monetary payoffs.

The next definition connects Apm,nq to a model with type-independent beliefs.

Definition 3. We say that a population action profile A has a type-independent belief representation

if there exist functions H,B : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s such that
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1. Function H is continuous and strictly increasing with Hp0q “ 0 and Hp1q “ 1.

2. Function B is continuous and weakly increasing with Bp0q “ 0 and Bp1q “ 1.

3. For any game pm,nq, Apm,nq “ 1´Hpθ˚q, where θ˚ satisfies

θ ą θ˚ ùñ θBpθ˚q `mp1´Bpθ˚qq ě nBpθ˚q ` p1´ θqp1´Bpθ˚qq;

θ ă θ˚ ùñ θBpθ˚q `mp1´Bpθ˚qq ď nBpθ˚q ` p1´ θqp1´Bpθ˚qq.

In words, a population action profile A has a type-independent belief representation if there

exist a population type distribution H and a belief distribution B such that if all players in the

population hold belief B, then the fraction of players playing the high action is dictated by 1´Hpθ˚q:

the probability that a player’s type is higher than the cutoff type.

The following theorem states the necessary and sufficient condition for a population action

profile to have a type-independent belief representation.

Theorem 1. A population action profile A has a type-independent belief representation if and only

if it satisfies

1. (Dominance) Apm,nq “ 1 for all m ě 1 and Apm,nq “ 0 for all n ě 1.

2. (Monotonicity) Take any two games pm,nq and pm1, n1q such that m,m1, n, n1 ď 1. If m ă m1

and n ą n1 then Apm,nq ă Apm1, n1q.

3. (Continuity) For any fixed c ď 1, function Apc´ n, nq is continuous in n.

4. (Convexity) Take any two games pm,nq and pm1, n1q such that m,m1, n, n1 ď 1. If Apm,nq “

Apm1, n1q “ α, then

Apγm` p1´ γqm1, γn` p1´ γqn1q “ α, @γ P r0, 1s.

This theorem establishes the exact behavioral implications of a model where players hold type-

independent beliefs. Therefore, one can test the model or assess its empirical plausibility based on

the four axioms.

To interpret Dominance, note that when m ` n ď 1, m ě 1 implies that n ď 0. aH is the

dominant strategy for all types. Similarly, n ě 1 implies that m ď 0; and aL is the dominant

strategy for all types.

Table 10: Game of interest

aL aH

aL n, n 1´ θ, θ1

aH θ, 1´ θ1 m,m
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In the lab experiment interpretation, when m ě 1, independent of the opponent’s action,

playing aH weakly improves both players’ payoffs. Dominance requires that for such games, the

whole population plays aH . This axiom is very plausible in contexts where players care about each

others’ payoffs, but rules out strong cases of inequality aversion or negative emotions such as spite.

For example, it rules out that a positive fraction of the population values the equality of the payoff

distribution to the extent that they would prefer to lower both payoffs in order to achieve equality.

In other words, this axiom puts restrictions on players’ social preferences, if they have any.

In the context of entry games, after renormalization, Dominance says that when the revenue of

both firms operating is high enough, all firms choose to enter; on the other hand, when the revenue

of being the sole producer in the market is low enough, all firms choose to stay out of the market.

In this context, Dominance implies that firms’ costs of entry are bounded. Similarly, in the context

of teamwork games, Dominance says that if the reward for being the only person working on the

project is low enough, then no one works on the project. On the other hand, if the additional

reward for a second person to work on the project is high enough, then everyone works on the

project.

Monotonicity captures a basic sensitivity to the payoffs in the game: When m increases and n

decreases, payoffs are higher for both players if they both play aH and lower if they both play aL.

Monotonicity requires that more players play aH in this case. For example, Charness et al. (2016)

document that in their prisoner’s dilemma games, when k increases, more subjects cooperate.

Table 11: Charness et al. experiment game

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate k, k 1, 7

Defect 7, 1 2, 2

As usual, Continuity is a technical assumption that is hard to falsify. It requires that when two

games are close to each other, the population’s action profiles are also close. Of course, in a game

theoretic context when equilibria change, continuity is not plausible without heterogeneous types.

In my model, Continuity implies that there are no atoms in the true distribution of types in the

population.

Convexity says that if the same fraction of the population plays the high action in two games,

then that same fraction also plays the high action in all games where the payoffs are a linear

combination of the payoffs in the two original games. Consider first the hypothetical strategic

situation where players must decide which action to take, and afterwards with probability γ, game

pm,nq is played, and with probability 1 ´ γ, game pm1, n1q is played. Suppose for each player the

preferred actions are the same for the two games. In other words, those who prefer aH in one game

also prefer aH in the other game. Similarly for action aL. Then in the new strategic situation,

it makes sense that all players stick to the action they preferred in the original games. The new
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strategic situation is pay-off equivalent to games where the payoffs are a linear combination of the

original games if players are risk neutral and therefore their preferences over compound lotteries

which involve uncertainty about nature (which game is played) and opponents’ behavior can be

reduced to a comparison of expected payoffs.

The following graph illustrates a typical population action profile that satisfies all four axioms.

Each game pm,nq is a point on the m-n plane. The iso-value curves represent games where the same

fraction of the population play aH . For example, all the points on the iso-value curve Apm,nq “ 0.1

represent games where 10% of the population plays aH . The Dominance axiom corresponds to the

two dominance regions where Apm,nq “ 0 or 1. The Monotonicity and Convexity axioms imply

that the iso-value curves are downward sloping straight lines that fan out in the non-dominance

region.

Figure 1: Iso-value curves for A on m-n plain

m

n

1

1

Apm,nq “ 0

Apm,nq “ 1

Apm,nq “ 0.1

Apm,nq “ 0.4

Apm,nq “ 0.9

Axioms 1, 2 and 4 constitute testable implications for the type-independent belief model. For

example, suppose an analyst observes that in both games g1 and g2, 20% of the population play aH .

She can test the Convexity axiom by looking at games with payoffs that are linear combinations

of those of g1 and g2. If 20% of the population play aH also in these games, then the Convexity

axiom is not rejected. Otherwise, the axiom and therefore the model itself is rejected.

Sketch of proof of Theorem 1. It is easy to check that Dominance is satisfied if a population action

profile has a type-independent belief representation. In the non-dominance region, for any game
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pm,nq the cutoff type θ˚ is indifferent between aL and aH if and only if

p1´m´ nqBpθ˚q “ 1´m´ θ˚.

Analysis of the solutions to this equation implies the rest of the axioms.

In the following steps, I demonstrate how functions H and B are constructed. In games p1´n, nq

where n P r0, 1s, the cutoff type θ˚ “ n. Therefore, it has to be the case that Hpnq :“ 1´Ap1´n, nq

for all n P r0, 1s. Continuity and Monotonicity imply that function H is continuous and strictly

increasing. Take any other game pm1, n1q where m1`n1 ă 1 and Apm1, n1q “ Ap1´n, nq. Continuity

implies that such a game always exist. The key intuition is that since the same fraction of the

population plays aH , it has to be the case that in game pm1, n1q the cutoff type is also n. Therefore,

let

Bpnq :“
1´m1 ´ n

1´m1 ´ n1
ùñ p1´m1 ´ n1qBpnq “ 1´m1 ´ n.

The axioms Continuity, Monotonicity and Convexity imply that function B is well-defined, contin-

uous and weakly increasing.

From the construction of H and B, it is intuitive that given any population action profile that

has a type-independent belief representation, both parameters are uniquely identified. Moreover,

a limited set of games need to be investigated in order to identify these parameters. For example,

after identifying function H with games where m ` n “ 1, an analyst can then use games with

m` n “ c to identify function B, where c is a real number strictly less than 1. Moreover, she can

restrict attention to games with m,n ď 1 since otherwise there is a strictly dominant strategy for

all types.

Proposition 2. Suppose a population action profile A has shared belief representations pH,Bq and

pH 1, B1q, then H “ H 1 and B “ B1.

Comparative statics

If a population has more higher types or all players in the population believe that their opponents are

of lower types than those in another population do, then higher fractions of the former population

play the high action in all games.

Proposition 3. Suppose population action profiles A and A1 have shared belief representations

pH,Bq and pH 1, B1q. If Hpθq ě H 1pθq and Bpθq ď B1pθq for all θ P r0, 1s, then Apm,nq ď A1pm,nq

for all pm,nq.

One can further disentangle the effects of preference shift and belief shift. The intuition is

that whether two games have the same cutoff type depends solely on players’ beliefs B about the

population type distribution. On the other hand, fix the cutoff type, what fraction of the population
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plays the high action depends only on the true population type distribution H. Since the cutoff

type for a game with m` n “ 1 does not depend on players’ beliefs, the fraction of the population

playing aH in this game is determined by H. However, which games are played the same way, i.e.

the same fraction of the population play aH , is determined by B.

Suppose two populations have the same population type distribution but one population believes

that it consists of lower type players. In addition to a higher fraction of the high action being played

in the low belief population, she also expects to observe that for games where m` n “ 1, the two

populations behave the same since beliefs does not play a role in these games. On the other hand,

if she observes two populations behave this way, then it has to be the case that they have the same

type distribution, and the behaviorally more aggressive population holds a lower belief.

Proposition 4. Suppose population action profiles A and A1 have shared belief representations

pH,Bq and pH 1, B1q. Hpθq “ H 1pθq and Bpθq ď B1pθq for all θ P r0, 1s if and only if Apm,nq ď

A1pm,nq for all pm,nq and Apm,nq “ A1pm,nq when m` n “ 1.

On the m-n plane, all the iso-value curves rotate clock-wise around their intersections with the

boundary.

Figure 2: Iso-value curves when belief shifts downwards

m

n

1

1

Apm,nq “ 0

Apm,nq “ 1

Apm,nq “ 0.1

A1pm,nq “ 0.1

Apm,nq “ 0.4

A1pm,nq “ 0.4

Apm,nq “ 0.9

A1pm,nq “ 0.9

Suppose two populations share the same belief, but differ in terms of population type distribu-

tions. If two games are played the same by one population, then they are also played the same by

the other population; except for that more people play aH for both games by the population that

has more higher types. The reverse is also true.
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Proposition 5. Suppose population action profiles A and A1 have shared belief representations

pH,Bq and pH 1, B1q. Hpθq ě H 1pθq and Bpθq “ B1pθq for all θ P r0, 1s if and only if

1. A1pm,nq ě Apm,nq for all pm,nq P G, and

2. Apm,nq “ Apm1, n1q ùñ A1pm,nq “ A1pm1, n1q, for all pm,nq, pm1, n1q P G.

On the m-n plain, the two sets of iso-value curves overlap with each other, except that all the

curves are of higher values, as is shown in the graph below.

Figure 3: Iso-value curves when types shift upwards

m

n

1

1

Apm,nq “ 0

Apm,nq “ 1

Apm,nq “ 0.1
A1pm,nq “ 0.2

Apm,nq “ 0.4
A1pm,nq “ 0.5

Apm,nq “ 0.9
A1pm,nq “ 0.95

Now that both the population type distribution and shared belief can be identified, a natural

question to ask is how these two parameters compare. The following theorem states the necessary

and sufficient condition for them to coincide.

Theorem 2. Suppose a population action profile A has shared belief representation pH,Bq. Hpθq “

Bpθq for all θ if and only if

Apm,nq “ α P p0, 1q

ùñ Apm` p1´ αqδ, n` αδq “ α,@δ ď 1´m´ n.

In words, to test whether the players in a population share the correct belief about the popu-

lation type distribution, an analyst can pick any game pm,nq and change the values of m and n

by amounts in the ratio of p1 ´ αq : α, where α is the fraction of the population playing aH in
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game pm,nq. Suppose players hold the correct belief; then in the new game, the analyst should

also observe that α of the population play aH .

The intuition is as follows: Suppose a type-θ row player conjectures that her opponent plays

aH with probability µ. If the values of m and n are changed by the ratio of p1 ´ µq : µ, then

the player’s expected utilities for playing the two actions are changed by the same amount, which

implies that her preference over the two actions remains unchanged.

Table 12: Type-θ row player’s utilities

aL: 1´ µ aH : µ

aL n 1´ θ

aH θ m

Ñ

aL: 1´ µ aH : µ

aL n `µδ 1´ θ

aH θ m `p1´ µqδ

Suppose players hold the correct belief about their opponents’ types; then their conjectures are

true. Take any game where α of the population play aH ; players should also conjecture that with

probability α their opponent would play aH . If payoffs are changed in the ratio of p1 ´ αq : α,

players’ preferences over the two actions do not change. Therefore, α of the population play aH in

the new game.

4 Self-similar beliefs and individual action profiles

In this section, I study a model where players have self-similar beliefs. In terms of observables, if

players’ conjectures about their opponents’ actions are directly elicited, as in the lab experiments

previously mentioned, the two models make very distinct predictions: A type-independent belief

model implies that players’ reported conjectures are homogeneous, while a self-similar belief model

implies otherwise. For most empirical applications, where players’ conjectures are not observed, I

demonstrate that a self-similar belief model predicts the same qualitative behavioral patterns as a

type-independent model does for many games. In other words, for many games, the more parsimo-

nious model of type-independent beliefs provides an accurate description of players’ behavior even

if players do in fact hold self-similar beliefs.

4.1 Self-similar beliefs

Recall the strategic situation: Players are randomly matched with each other to engage in a sym-

metric 2ˆ 2 game with strategic substitutes, g P G . Players have private information about their

own payoff relevant type. Moreover, players hold type-dependent beliefs about each others’ types.

Fix any θ P r0, 1s, let F p¨; θq denote the cumulative density function (c.d.f.) of the belief of a type-θ

player. Then the belief profile of population I is fully described by F : Θ ˆ Θ Ñ r0, 1s, where

Θ “ r0, 1s and F pθ1; θq denotes the probability a type-θ player assigns to interval r0, θ1s.
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Definition 4. A belief profile F is continuous if the function F : ΘˆΘ Ñ r0, 1s is continuous on

ΘˆΘ.

The definition captures continuity in two ways. First, no probability mass is assigned to any

type by any individual. Second, when two individuals’ types are close to each other, their beliefs

about the population type distribution are also close.

Definition 5. A belief profile F is self-similar if for any θ ď θ1 and θ˚ P Θ, F pθ˚; θq ě F pθ˚; θ1q.

Definition 6. A belief profile F is consistent if F pθ; θq is increasing in θ.

In words, a population has a self-similar belief profile if higher types’ beliefs first order stochastic

dominate (FOSD) lower types’ beliefs. Mathematically, F p¨; ¨q is increasing in the first argument

and decreasing in the second. In addition, players’ beliefs are consistent if they do have a rough

sense as to where they stand in the population: higher types believe they are ranked higher in the

population than lower types believe they are.

As is previously mentioned, the self-similar interim beliefs could be a result of a standard

Bayesian update from a common prior when players’ types are affiliated. Players observe their

own types and use this information to form posterior beliefs about the type distribution in the

population. Consider the following simple example with discreet types.

Example 4 (Self-similar beliefs generated by a Bayesian update). Suppose there are two possible

states of the world: In the high state sH , 2{3 of the population are of high type θH and 1{3 of the

population are of low type θL. In the low state sL, 1{3 of the population are of high type θH and

2{3 of the population are of low type θL. A priori, all players assign equal probability to sH and

sL.

Once players’ private types are revealed, they Bayesian update their beliefs about the state of

the world based on their own types. For players of high type θH :

Pr.ps “ sHq “
1{2 ¨ 2{3

1{2 ¨ 2{3` 1{2 ¨ 1{3
“

2

3
; Pr.ps “ sLq “

1{2 ¨ 1{3

1{2 ¨ 2{3` 1{2 ¨ 1{3
“

1

3
.

Therefore, a high type player believes that

Pr.pθ “ θHq “
2

3
¨

2

3
`

1

3
¨

1

3
“

5

9
; Pr.pθ “ θHq “

2

3
¨

1

3
`

1

3
¨

2

3
“

4

9
.

Similarly, players of low type θL believe that with probability 4{9 her opponent is of high type

and with probability 5{9 her opponent is of low type. Thus self-similar beliefs, where higher types

believe that there are more high types and lower types believe that there are more low types, can

be the result of a Bayesian update.

The false-consensus literature (see Marks and Miller (1987) for a survey) in psychology also

documents and provides explanations for the phenomenon that individuals tend to perceive the
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general population as more similar to themselves than it actually is. In this paper, I abstract

away from how players form their beliefs about each other. Instead, I focus on the implications of

self-similar beliefs for players’ observable behavior.

4.2 Cutoff equilibrium

The subjective Bayesian Nash equilibrium (SBNE) is generalized as follows to incorporate type-

dependent beliefs. In words, players form conjectures about their opponents’ actions based on

1) their type-dependent beliefs about their opponents’ types and 2) how different types play in

equilibrium. An SBNE specifies how each type plays so that all types best respond to their own

beliefs. For any game g P G, let ugpa, a
1, θq denote a type-θ player’s payoff if she plays action a and

her opponent plays a1.

Definition 7. For any game g P G and belief profile F , a subjective Bayesian Nash equilibrium is

a mapping σ : Θ Ñ ∆pXq such that, for µθpaq :“
ş

θ1PΘ σθ1paqdF pθ1; θq, and for any a1 P X, θ P Θ

and σθpaq ‰ 0,

µθpaHqugpa, aH , θq ` µθpaLqugpa, aL, θq ě µθpaHqugpa
1, aH , θq ` µθpaLqugpa

1, aL, θq.

There may be multiple equilibria for g P G and F . I propose to the previously cited evidence

that beliefs and actions are positively aligned as a criterion to select among those equilibria: The

only pure strategy equilibria that generate the positive alignment between actions and beliefs are

cutoff equilibria. This statement is formalized in the following claim.

Claim 1. Let σ be a pure strategy SBNE for game g P G and belief profile F . Let µ be the

equilibrium conjecture. Suppose for any θ, θ1 P Θ, σθ ą σθ1 ùñ µθ ą µθ1. Then for any t ď t1 P Θ,

σt ď σt1

The intuition is as follows. Pick any two players; suppose the player who plays the higher

action also holds a higher conjecture about her opponent playing the high action. Since strategies

are substitutes, the fact that both players best respond to their conjectures implies that the player

who plays the high action must be of a higher type.

However, a cutoff equilibrium does not always exist. In particular, when players’ beliefs are self-

similar, players’ preferences and beliefs affect the rankings of the two actions in different directions.

On the preference side, higher types prefer the high action to a greater extent. On the belief side,

however, they also conjecture that, since there are more high types like themselves, more players

in the population will play the high action. In games with strategic substitutes, such conjectures

discourage them from playing the high action. Depending on which of the two effects dominates,

it may or may not be the case that higher types play the high action more often in equilibrium.
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For instance, as a later example shows, it could be the case that in equilibrium, the highest types

and the lowest types play aL, while those in the middle play aH . (See the example on page 30.)

The following theorem establishes the necessary and sufficient condition for a unique cutoff

equilibrium to exist for the class of games with m` n “ c.

Theorem 3. For game g P G and belief profile F that is continuous and consistent, a unique cutoff

equilibrium exists for all games pm,nq where m` n “ c ă 1 if and only if for any θ, θ1 P r0, 1s,

´
F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1
ď

1

1´ c
.

Note that the right hand side (RHS) is always positive. If the left hand side (LHS) is negative,

then the inequality holds. This is the case where higher types believe there are fewer higher types:

´
F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1
ď 0.

In this case, the preference effect and the belief effect work in the same direction. A cutoff equilib-

rium always exists.

When the LHS is nonnegative, the preference effect and the belief effect work in opposite

directions. The condition can be rewritten as follows:

ˇ

ˇF pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q
ˇ

ˇ

looooooooooomooooooooooon

Change in Beliefs

¨ p1´ cq
loomoon

Substitution effect

ď
ˇ

ˇθ ´ θ1
ˇ

ˇ

loomoon

Preference Effect

.

It simply reads that the preference effect dominates the belief effect. The right hand side of the

inequality describes how much more inclined towards the high action a higher type is compared

with a lower type. The left hand side is the product of the change in beliefs, a population-specific

measure, and the strength of the substitution effect, a game-specific measure.

The preference effect and change in beliefs are both self-explanatory. The measure of the

substitution effect justifies more clarification. For any game pm,nq, 1´ c “ 1´m´ n. Therefore,

the lower the values of m and n, the stronger the substitution effect. In the context of entry games,

for example, m “ RL and n “ 1´RH . Low values of m and n imply that the revenue of being the

sole producer in the market is especially high, and the revenue of being one of two producers in the

market is especially low. In this situation, firms have strong incentives to stay out of the market

when it is conjectured that their opponents would enter the market. Conversely, firms have strong

incentives to enter the market when it is conjectured that their opponents would stay out of the

market. This is then a game of strong strategic substitutes. A similar intuition applies to other

applications.

As m and n decrease, the substitution effect becomes stronger, and hence players’ preferences

over the two actions become more sensitive to their conjectures over their opponents’ actions. This
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amplifies the belief effect. When the belief effect dominates, a cutoff equilibrium ceases to exist.

The corollary below states that if a cutoff equilibrium exists for games with stronger strategic

substitutes then it must also exist for games with weaker strategic substitutes.

Corollary 1. For any belief profile F that is continuous, consistent and self-similar and any c ă 1,

if a unique cutoff equilibrium exists for all games pm,nq where m ` n “ c, then a unique cutoff

equilibrium exists for all games pm1, n1q where m1 ` n1 P pc, 1q.

Similarly, suppose in one population, players’ beliefs depend more on their type. Then, for any

fixed game, the belief effect is also stronger for this population. When the belief effect dominates,

a cutoff equilibrium ceases to exist. The corollary below states that if a cutoff equilibrium exists

when beliefs depend more on the own type, then one must also exist for less dependence.

Corollary 2. Suppose belief profiles F and F 1 are continuous, consistent, self-similar and

|F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q| ě |F 1pθ1; θq ´ F 1pθ1; θ1q|,@θ, θ1.

If a unique cutoff equilibrium exists for all games pm,nq where m`n “ c ă 1 for a population with

belief profile F , then it also exists for a population with belief profile F 1.4

The numerical example below demonstrates the contents of these two corollaries.

Example 5. Consider game pm,nq “ p0.25, 0.5q, whose payoff matrix is shown below.

aL aH

aL 0.5, 0.5 1´ θ, θ1

aH θ, 1´ θ1 0.25, 0.25

Let the belief profile be

F pθ1; θq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0, 0 ď θ1 ă 5θ
6 ;

6θ1 ´ 5θ, 5θ
6 ď θ1 ď 5θ`1

6 ;

1, 5θ`1
6 ă θ1 ď 1.

In words, a type-θ player believes that the population is uniformly distributed on the interval

r5θ6 ,
5θ`1

6 s of length 1{6. We show in the following that this population is too self-similar for a

cutoff equilibrium to exist.

First of all, note that for a player whose type θ ă 0.5, aL is the dominant strategy. Similarly,

for any player whose type θ ą 0.75, aH is the dominant strategy. The candidate cutoff type

4The formal definition of one population being more self-similar than another is on page 28. It is stronger than
|F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1

q| ě |F 1
pθ1; θq ´ F 1

pθ1; θ1
q|.
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θ˚ P p0.5, 0.75q is indifferent between aL and aH :

F pθ˚; θ˚q0.5` p1´ F pθ˚; θ˚qqp1´ θ˚q “ F pθ˚; θ˚qθ˚ ` p1´ F pθ˚; θ˚qq0.25

so that θ˚ “ 0.6 is the only candidate for a cutoff type.

Since

F p0.6; θq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

1, θ ă 0.52;

3.6´ 5θ, 0.52 ď θ ď 0.72;

0, θ ą 0.72.

It is easy to check that for any θ P p0.6, 0.75q, action aH is strictly inferior for these players. For

example, take θ “ 0.7. F p0.6; 0.7q “ 0.1. A player whose type θ “ 0.7 conjectures that her

opponent plays the high action with probability 0.9, which is much higher than the conjecture a

cutoff type holds. Therefore,

EUpaLq “ 0.1 ¨ 0.5` 0.9 ¨ 0.3 “ 0.32 ą 0.295 “ 0.1 ¨ 0.7` 0.9 ¨ 0.25 “ EUpaHq.

The strategy where θ˚ “ 0.6 is the cutoff type does not constitute a cutoff equilibrium. Since it is

the only candidate, a cutoff equilibrium does not exist for this game.

Suppose the population is less self-similar:

Gpθ1; θq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0, 0 ď θ1 ă θ
2 ;

2θ1 ´ θ, θ
2 ď θ1 ď θ`1

2 ;

1, θ`1
2 ă θ1 ď 1.

Now, a type-θ player believes that the population is uniformly distributed on interval r θ2 ,
θ`1

2 s.

Similarly, for a player whose type θ ă 0.5, aL is the dominant strategy; and for any player whose

type θ ą 0.75, aH is the dominant strategy. The candidate cutoff type θ˚ P p0.5, 0.75q is indifferent

between aL and aH :

Gpθ˚; θ˚q0.5` p1´Gpθ˚; θ˚qqp1´ θ˚q “ Gpθ˚; θ˚qθ˚ ` p1´Gpθ˚; θ˚qq0.25

So θ˚ “ 0.6 is again the only candidate.

Moreover,

Gp0.6; θq “

$

&

%

1, θ ă 0.2;

1.2´ θ, 0.2 ď θ ď 1.
ùñ

$

&

%

θ P p0.5, 0.6q ùñ aL ąθ aH

θ P p0.6, 0.75q ùñ aH ąθ aL

Therefore, θ˚ “ 0.6 is indeed an equilibrium cutoff type.
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Finally, I demonstrate that for even this less self-similar population, when the substitution effect

becomes too strong, a cutoff equilibrium does not exist. Consider the following game:

aL aH

aL ´1,´1 1´ θ, θ1

aH θ, 1´ θ1 ´2,´2

The candidate cutoff type θ˚ P p0.5, 0.75q is indifferent between aL and aH :

Gpθ˚; θ˚q0.5` p1´Gpθ˚; θ˚qqp1´ θ˚q “ Gpθ˚; θ˚qθ˚ ` p1´Gpθ˚; θ˚qq0.25

So again θ˚ “ 0.6.

However, take a player of type θ “ 0.7. Since Gp0.6, 0.7q “ 0.5, this player conjectures that her

opponent plays aH with probability 0.5. With this conjecture,

EUpaHq “ ´2 ¨ 0.5` 0.7 ¨ 0.5 “ ´0.65 ă ´0.35 “ 0.3 ¨ 0.5` p´1q ¨ 0.5 “ EUpaLq.

A cutoff equilibrium does not exist.

Another important observation from the previous example is that the candidate cutoff type

is determined by players’ self-perceived quantiles function F pθ; θq. Suppose F pθ; θq “ Gpθ; θq for

all θ, as in this example; whenever a unique cutoff equilibrium exists for both populations, the

cutoff type has to be the same. In other words, within the set of all games that are played with

cutoff equilibrium, the implications of a model with self-similar beliefs are identical to those of a

type-independent belief model where Bpθq “ F pθ; θq for all θ P Θ. In order to identify whether a

particular game is played with cutoff equilibrium, the analyst needs to observe a richer primitive.

4.3 Individual action profiles

An individual action profile tAiuiPI records how individual players behave in different games. This

additional information enables analysts to do two things: First, instead of identifying the population

distribution of types, analysts can identify each player’s private type θi. Second, with an individual

action profile, an analyst can identify which games are played by monotone pure strategies.

Definition 8. An individual action profile tAiuiPI is a collection of mappings. For each player

i P I, Ai : G Ñ t0, 1u.

For example, Aipm,nq “ 1 denotes that in game pm,nq individual i plays the high action aH .

Definition 9. We say that a type assignment tθiui is surjective if for any θ P r0, 1s there exists

i P I such that θi “ θ.
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Definition 10. We say that an individual action profile tAiui has a self-similar representation if

there exist a surjective type assignment tθiui and a belief profile function F : r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s

such that

1. Fix any θ P r0, 1s, F p¨; θq is a c.d.f. on r0, 1s.

2. F is continuous, consistent and self-similar.

3. For any game pm,nq and θ˚ P r0, 1s,

θi ą θ˚ ùñ Aipm,nq “ 1, θi ă θ˚ ùñ Aipm,nq “ 0

if and only if

θ ą θ˚ ùñ θF pθ˚; θq `mp1´ F pθ˚; θqq ě nF pθ˚; θq ` p1´ θqp1´ F pθ˚; θqq

θ ă θ˚ ùñ θF pθ˚; θq `mp1´ F pθ˚; θqq ď nF pθ˚; θq ` p1´ θqp1´ F pθ˚; θqq

In words, we say that an individual action profile has a self-similar representation if we can find

a belief profile F and type assignment tθiuiPI such that for any game that has cutoff equilibrium

under belief profile F , play is in accordance with that equilibrium. I make two comments on

this definition. First, θ˚ under item 3 may not exist. Therefore, the definition is partial in the

sense that it requires no connection between the model and the data for games that do not have a

cutoff equilibrium. Second, this definition requires that whenever a cutoff equilibrium exists, it is

played by the population. This admittedly strong assumption reflects equilibrium selection based

on monotonicity, which was motivated by data in Section 4.2.

For a substantial subset of games, players’ preferred actions do not depend on their conjectures

about their opponents’ actions. For these games, players’ beliefs about their opponents play no

role in determining the equilibria: The model predicts that when m ě 1, players of all types find

aH to be their dominant strategy. Similarly, when n ě 1, players of all types find aL to be their

dominant strategy. The intuition is exactly the same as before. For example, for entry games,

when the revenue of both firms producing in the market is large enough, no matter how self-similar

firms’ beliefs are, all firms enter the market.

Property 1 (Dominance). For all i P I, m ě 1 implies that Aipm,nq “ 1 and n ě 1 implies that

Aipm,nq “ 0.

Consider the following set of belief-proof games: M0 :“ tp1´ n, nq | n P r0, 1su.
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Table 13: Payoff matrix for a belief-proof game

aL aH

aL n, n 1´ θ, θ1

aH θ, 1´ θ1 1´ n, 1´ n

In such games each player’s preference over the two actions depends only on her own payoff

relevant type θ. Take any game p1´ n, nq with n P r0, 1s and any player i P I,

θi ą n ùñ aH ąi aL, θi ă n ùñ aL ąi aH ,

regardless of her conjecture over her opponent’s action. Moreover, the cutoff equilibrium with

θ˚ “ n as the cutoff type is the unique SBNE for game p1 ´ n, nq. Therefore, when an individual

action profile tAiu has a self-similar representation, then it must also satisfy the monotonicity

property stated below.

Property 2 (Monotonicity). For any player i, if Aip1 ´ n, nq “ 1 for some n P r0, 1s, then

Aip1´ n
1, n1q “ 1 for all n1 ď n.

Players’ private types can be uniquely identified with belief-proof games, a very small subset of

G.

Proposition 6. If an individual action profile tAiui is represented by ptθiui, F q. Then

θi “ suptn|Aip1´ n, nq “ 1u, @i P I.

Let ti P r0, 1s :“ suptn | Aip1´ n, nq “ 1u denote the revealed type of player i. It is important

to distinguish ti from θi: ti is a statistic derived from the primitive, while θi is a parameter in the

model. Knowing players’ revealed types, an analyst can identify in which games a cutoff equilibrium

is played. Let set M Ă G be the set of revealed cutoff equilibria games:

M :“ tpm,nq P G | ti ď tj , Aipm,nq “ 1 ùñ Ajpm,nq “ 1.u

By construction, M0 ĂM .

Inside the set M , axioms Convexity and Continuity also carry over.

Property 3 (Convexity). Take any two games g, g1 PM Ă G. For any γ P r0, 1s, if Aipgq “ Aipg
1q

for almost all i P I then Aipγg ` p1´ γqg
1q “ Aipgq for almost all i P I.

Property 4 (Closedness). Take any sequence of games tgkukě1 ĂM Ă G such that gk Ñ g P G as

k Ñ 8. If Aipgkq “ Aipglq for all k, l ě 1 and almost all i P I, then Aipgq “ Aipg1q for almost all

i P I. Therefore, g PM .
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Proposition 7. Suppose an individual action profile tAiui is represented by ptθiui, F q then it has

properties 1-4.

Properties 1-4 are necessary conditions for an individual action profile to have a self-similar

representation. In other words, an analyst can use these properties to test the hypothesis that

an individual action profile has such a representation. Below, a typical set M that satisfies these

properties is shown in the m-n plane. For any t P r0, 1s, Mt Ă M denotes the set of games whose

revealed cutoff type is t. Formally,

Mt :“ tpm,nq P G | Aipm,nq “ Aip1´ t, tq for almost all i P I.u

Figure 4: Partition of set M on m-n plain

m

n

1

1
M0

M1

M0

M0.9

M0.6

M0.1

This graph is very similar to the iso-value curves for the population action profiles when players

hold type-independent beliefs. Both the iso-value curves and the Mt curves are straight lines and

they fan out in the non-dominance region. Indeed, if players’ private types are distributed according

to H, then Apgq “ 1´Hptq for all g PMt.

There are, however, subtle differences: First, the intersections of Mt curves with M0 are evenly

distributed on M0. For example, M0.9 intersects with M0 at p0.1, 0.9q. This is not a coincidence

as Mt directly records switching types. Moreover, players’ revealed types are identified with their

behavior in belief-proof games in M0. Second, there is a boundary to the southwest of these curves.

This is due to the fact that when players hold self-similar beliefs, a cutoff equilibrium does not exist

when values of m and n are low. Properties above do not specify the shape of this boundary, but

a self-similar representation implicitly does. This is one of the reasons why the above properties
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do not qualify as sufficient conditions for the existence of a self-similar representation. However,

suppose players’ beliefs are only boundedly self-similar: Suppose there exists N ă 8, such that

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ1 ´ θ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď N, @θ, θ1 P r0, 1s.

Then there always exists a constant c ă 1 such that

tpm,nq | c ď m` n ď 1u ĂM.

The shaded area above represents this band. From now on, I assume that such N exists.

To summarize, players’ unobservable private types are uniquely identified through their behavior

in belief-proof games. With these types, analysts can then identify which games are played with

cutoff equilibria. Within this set of games (denoted by M), the behavioral implications of a self-

similar belief model is exactly the same as that of a type-independent belief model. Moreover,

the self-perceived quantile function F pθ; θq determines the cutoff types in these games exactly as

the belief function Bpθq does in a type-independent belief model. Therefore, similar as for the

type-independent belief model, the self-perceived quantile function F pθ; θq can be identified from

observable play in games within M .

Proposition 8. Suppose an individual action profile tAiui has full belief profile representations

ptθiu, F q and ptθ1iu, F
1q, then θi “ θ1i for all i P I and F pθ; θq “ F 1pθ; θq for all θ P r0, 1s.

Now that players have self-similar beliefs, one natural question is when we can say that one

population is more self-similar than another. I propose the following definition.

Definition 11. We say that a belief profile F 1 is more self-similar than F if both F and F 1 are

self-similar, and

1. For any θ, θ1 P r0, 1s, |F 1pθ1; θq ´ F 1pθ1; θ1q| ě |F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q|; and

2. There exists θ˚ P p0, 1q such that

F 1pθ; θq ě F pθ; θq,@θ ď θ˚; and F 1pθ; θq ď F pθ; θq,@θ ě θ˚.

The first requirement is straightforward: |F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q| is a measure of how much beliefs

differ when players are of different types. The larger the value, the more disagreement there is

among the players. Since both F and F 1 are self-similar, it means that under belief profile F 1,

the pattern that higher types believe there are more higher types becomes more significant. As

established in Corollary 2, now that beliefs depend more on the type, cutoff equilibria cease to exist

in more games.
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The second requirement means that in the more self-similar population, players with low values

of θ tend to overestimate their quantiles to a greater extent and those whose types are high tend

to underestimate their quantiles to a greater extent. In the extreme case where players of all types

believe they are the median, F pθ; θq “ 1{2 for all 0 ă θ ă 1. Therefore, when a game has low m

and high n, it is the higher types who are close to being indifferent about aH and aL. Higher types

underestimate their quantiles more severely in a more self-similar population. In other words, they

believe there are more even higher types. Therefore, in a more self-similar population, more players

would choose the low action in these games. The contrary happens in games with high m and low

n. Lower types are close to being indifferent between aH and aL. Since they overestimate their

quantile by a greater amount, they believe that there are even more lower types. More players

would play aH in these games.

The following proposition formalizes the above intuitions.

Proposition 9. Suppose individual action profiles tAiuiPI and tA‘jujPJ have self-similar represen-

tations ptθiu, F q and ptθ1ju, F
1q respectively. If belief profile F 1 is more self-similar than F , then for

any pm1, n1q PM 1
t, there exists pm,nq P G such that m` n “ m1 ` n1 and pm,nq PMt. Moreover,

t ď θ˚ ùñ m ď m1, n ě n1; and t ě θ˚ ùñ m ě m1, n ď n1.

On the m-n plane, the Mt curves for a more self-similar population are less fanned out and the

left-lower boundary of set M is pushed inwards.

Figure 5: Population F 1 is more self-similar than F
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Empirically, more self-similar populations tend to herd more severely. For example, in team-

work games, if the incentive to work is very high, then self-similarity helps further increase the
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percentage of working individuals because players with high effort cost believe others are like them;

conjecturing a high probability that her teammate would not work, she has a higher incentive to

work. However, when the incentive to work is low, self-similarity further decreases the percentage

of working individuals. Individuals with high effort cost would not work anyway because of this

low incentive; those whose cost is low tend to think that their teammate also faces a low cost. They

therefore overestimate the probability that their teammate will work, and are more likely to shirk.

4.4 Testing type-independent beliefs

As previously discussed, in games where values of m and n are low, cutoff equilibria cease to exist.

In this subsection, I use a hypothetical example to illustrate that these games are useful for testing

model specifications.

Suppose an analyst observes that Apg1q “ Apg2q “ 0.2 and wants to test the type-independent

belief assumption. Recall the characterization result from Section 3: The iso-value curve where

Apm,nq “ 0.2 is the straight line that passes through these two points. In other words, the model

implies that in all the games that lie on this line, 20% of the population plays aH . The following

example illustrates that, instead of games that lie in between g1 and g2, the analyst should look at

game g3.

Figure 6: Robustness check for the shared belief model

m

n

1

1

l1
Apm,nq “ 0.2

g1
g2

g3

The payoff matrices of the three games are shown as below.
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Figure 7: Payoff matrices of games g1, g2 and g3

aL aH

aL 0.8, 0.8 0, 1

aH 1, 0 0.2, 0.2

(a) Game g1

aL aH

aL 0.775, 0.775 0, 1

aH 1, 0 0.1, 0.1

(b) Game g2

aL aH

aL ´1,´1 0, 1

aH 1, 0 ´7,´7

(c) Game g3

Suppose in population I, players’ types are uniformly distributed on r0, 1s. It is easy to check

that if all players hold the correct belief U r0, 1s; then as in all three games, θ˚ “ 0.8 is the cutoff

type. Therefore, 20% of the population plays aH .

However, suppose that if θi ď 0.9, then player i P I holds the correct belief that her opponent’s

type is a random draw from the r0, 1s interval. However, if θj ą 0.9, then player j believes that

her opponent’s type is a random draw from the r0.8, 1s interval. Interpreting θi as i’s degree of

altruism as in Example 3 in Section 2, “selfish” players believe that their opponents’ types are at

least 0.8. Therefore, any player j whose type θj ą 0.9 believes that her opponent plays aH with

probability 1.

In game g2, even this extreme belief does not eliminate the cutoff equilibrium. Take any player

i those whose type θi ď 0.9, her belief about her opponent’s action is 0.8aL ` 0.2aH . The analysis

remains the same as when all players hold the correct belief: θi ă 0.8 implies that aL is preferable,

and 0.8 ă θi ă 0.9 implies that aH is preferable. For those whose type θj ą 0.9, playing aH

generates utility of 0.1 and playing aL generates 1 ´ θj ă 0.1. In other words, since the payoff of

outcome paH , aHq is high enough, even with such extreme belief, the cutoff equilibrium remains.

The same rationale works for all games that lie in between g1 and g2.

Table 14: Payoff matrix of game g2

aL aH

aL 0.775, 0.775 0, 1

aH 1, 0 0.1, 0.1

Table 15: Utility of a type-θ row player game g2

aL aH

aL 0.775 1´ θ

aH θ 0.1

However, the same amount of self-similarity in players’ beliefs rules out a cutoff equilibrium in

game g3, whose payoff matrix is shown below. Recall that if θj ą 0.9, then player j believes that

her opponent plays aH with probability 1. Since ´7 ă 1´ θj for all θj P p0.9, 1s, player j finds aL

preferable.

Table 16: Payoff matrix of game g3

aL aH

aL ´1,´1 0, 1

aH 1, 0 ´7,´7

Table 17: Utility of a type-θ row player game g3

aL aH

aL ´1 1´ θ

aH θ ´7
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Moreover, I now demonstrate that in equilibrium, there cannot be 20% of the population who

play the high action aH in game g3. First, observe that the equilibrium always takes the form of

two-stage cutoff equilibrium. More specifically, let ΘL “ r0, 0.9s be the low type region and let

ΘH “ p0.9, 1s be the high type region. Since players whose types are in the same region hold the

same belief, my analysis in Section 3 implies that within each region, the equilibrium takes the

form of a cutoff strategy.

In other words, there exists a cutoff type θ1 P r0, 0.9s such that σi “ aL for all θi P p0, θ1q and

σj “ aH for all θj P pθ1, 0.9q. Similarly, there exists a cutoff type θ2 P r0.9, 1s such that σi “ aL for

all θi P p0.9, θ2q and σj “ aH for all θj P pθ2, 1q.

Figure 8: A two-stage cutoff equilibrium

aL aH aL aH

θ0 0.9 1θ2θ1

Suppose, contrary to the claim, that 20% of the population play aH . Since players with type in

ΘL hold the correct belief about the population type distribution, PrθpaHq “ 0.2 for all θ P r0, 0.9s.

The previous discussion establishes that if a player holds this belief, then she is indifferent between

aH and aL if and only if her type is θ “ 0.8. Players whose types are lower than 0.8 find aL

preferable and those whose types are between 0.8 and 0.9 find aH preferable. Since 20% of the

population plays aH , it has to be the case that all those whose types are higher than 0.9 also play

aH . It is demonstrated above that this is not an equilibrium, a contradiction.

It turns out that the only equilibrium of game g3 is where θ1 “ 0.733 and θ2 “ 1: Those

whose types are between 0.733 and 0.9 play aH and other players play aL. In total, 16.7% of the

population play aH .

To summarize, in this example the analyst (successfully) rejects the null hypothesis of type-

independent beliefs if she looks at game g3. However, she fails to reject the common belief as-

sumption if she looks at games that lie between g1 and g2. In general, games with low payoffs

for outcomes paH , aHq and paL, aLq magnify the effect of possible self-similarity in beliefs and thus

serve as better test games for the common belief assumption.

Remark

Following the same intuition, games with low m and n can also be used to distinguish self-similar

beliefs about types from self-similar beliefs about actions, when players’ conjectures can be observed.

Recall the positive correlation between actions and beliefs observed by Rubinstein and Salant

(2016) and Charness et al. (2016). They ascribe this observation to players’ self-similar beliefs

about actions: Players believe that their opponents’ actions are similar to their own even in contexts
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where strategies are substitutes. In this paper, the definition of self-similarity is different: Players

believe that their opponents’ type, in this context, their degree of altruism, is similar to their own.

In equilibrium, players’ beliefs about their opponents’ actions are products of their beliefs about

others’ types and the equilibrium action profile. The positive alignment between players’ actions

and beliefs is present only in monotone equilibria. In other words, my model predicts that this

positive correlation disappears when m and n are very small. Interestingly, the “Battle of the

Sexes” game can fall into this category.

Figure 9: Battle of the Sexes

Opera Football

Opera 1, 0 ´5,´5

Football ´5,´5 0, 1

(a) Normalized Battle of the Sexes

aL aH

aL ´5,´5 0, 1

aH 1, 0 ´5,´5

(b) Battle of the Sexes with actions relabeled

Note that for the row player (Pat), “Football” is labeled aL and “Opera” is labeled aH . At the

same time, for the column player (Chris), “Opera” is labeled aL and “Football” is labeled aH . For

Pat, who prefers “Opera” over “Football”, “Football” is the action of being considerate by trying

to coordinate on Chris’s preferred activity. On the other hand, “Opera” is the more selfish action

of trying to coordinate on Pat’s own preferred activity. The opposite is true for Chris.

In a Battle of the Sexes game where both players strongly prefer to go to the same activity, if

Pat chooses to go to “Football”, then Pat probably conjectures that Chris also has a high chance

of going to “Football”. At first glance, this seems like a manifestation of self-similarity in actions.

But once we introduce strategically appropriate symmetric labels, the opposite is true. By playing

“Football” and believing that Chris would also play “Football”, Pat is acting considerately and

believing Chris to play selfish. Therefore, it would be interesting to observe both how people

behave and what they believe when the Battle of the Sexes is framed in different ways.

5 Conclusion

This paper establishes that a population’s aggregate behavior in games with strategic substitutes

can be explained by a type-independent belief model if and only if it satisfies the axioms Dominance,

Monotonicity, Continuity and Convexity. Self-similar beliefs about opponents’ types, additionally,

rationalize the positive correlation between players’ actions and beliefs about their opponents’ types.

When players’ beliefs about their opponents’ actions are not observable, the behavioral implications

of a self-similar belief model are exactly the same as those of a type-independent belief model for

games where cutoff equilibria are played. An analyst can identify whether games are played with

cutoff equilibria by keeping track of how each individual player behaves across games.
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A General payoff structures

In this section, I discuss how the intuition carries to more general payoff structures. Players’ payoffs

are only assumed to satisfy the three key properties: first, higher types prefer the high action to a

greater degree; second, the opponent’s high action makes the high action less attractive; and third,

players’ payoffs are continuous with respect to their types.

More specifically, for any game g, let ug : X ˆX ˆ Θ Ñ R denote a player’s payoff given her

private type, her own action and her opponent’s action in game g, where X :“ taL, aHu denotes the

set of actions, and the type space Θ :“ rθ, θ̄s is a compact subset of R. For example, ugpaL, aH , θq

is the payoff for a type-θ player to play aL given that her opponent plays aH . Players hold type-

independent beliefs B about their opponents’ types. The true type distribution is denoted by

H.

In terms of observables, for each game g, the payoff function ug is common knowledge for both

players and is observable to the analyst, while players’ private types are not. Suppose the analyst

observes how a population behaves in a collection (A) of symmetric 2ˆ 2 games.

For each game g P A, three key properties of the linear payoff structure are abstracted and

assumed for its payoff function ug. First, increasing differences in actions and types: Holding the

opponent’s action constant, the payoff gain of playing the high action is greater for higher types.

Definition 12. A payoff function u satisfies increasing differences in pa, θq if for any θ ă θ1 and

a P taH , aLu,

upaH , a, θq ´ upaL, a, θq ă upaH , a, θ
1q ´ upaL, a, θ

1q.

Second, single crossing property of incremental returns in pa,´a1q: If any type-θ individual

finds the high action aH preferable when her opponent plays high action aH , she must also find

the high action preferable when her opponent plays low action aL. In other words, the opponent’s

high action discourages the high action of a player.

Definition 13. A payoff function u satisfies single crossing property of incremental returns (SCP-

IR) in pa,´a1q if for any θ P Θ,

upaH , aH , θq ´ upaL, aH , θq ě pąq0 ùñ upaH , aL, θq ´ upaL, aL, θq ě pąq0

Third, for any game g P A, payoff function ug is continuous.

Definition 14. We say that a payoff function u : X ˆ X ˆ Θ Ñ R is continuous if upa, a1, θq is

continuous in θ for any a, a1 P X.

Observe that the games we studied before previous sections satisfy these conditions.

Claim 2. Take any games g P G, its payoff function ug is continuous and satisfies increasing

differences in pa, θq and SCP-IR in pa,´a1q.
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When players hold type-independent beliefs and their payoff functions satisfy the above condi-

tions, a unique SBNE exists and it is a cutoff equilibrium.

Claim 3. For any belief B and any game g P A, a unique SBNE pσ, µq exists. Moreover, the

unique SBNE is a cutoff equilibrium.

Definition 15. We say that a population action profile A : A Ñ r0, 1s has a shared belief repre-

sentation pH,Bq if there exists continuous and strictly increasing c.d.f. functions H,B : Θ Ñ r0, 1s

such that take any game g, there exists a cutoff type θ˚ P Θ, such that Apgq “ 1 ´Hpθ˚q if and

only if

Bpθ˚q ¨ ugpaH , aL, θq ` p1´Bpθ
˚qq ¨ ugpaH , aH , θq

ě pďqBpθ˚q ¨ ugpaH , aL, θq ` p1´Bpθ
˚qq ¨ ugpaH , aH , θq, @θ ą păqθ

˚.

The key intuition we get from previous sections is that for all games where the same fraction of

the population plays the high action aH , there exists a same cutoff type who is indifferent between

aH and aL in all these games. Moreover, since the cutoff type player’s belief about her opponent’s

type remains constant across games, her conjectures about her opponents’ actions are also the

same in these games. The following theorem states that given any payoff structure specification, a

population action profile has a type-independent belief representation if such a type-belief pair can

be found for each class of games where the same fraction of the population play the high action.

Theorem 4. A population action profile A has a shared belief representation pH,Bq if and only if

Apgq “ 1p0q ðñ ugpaH , aH , θq ě pďqugpaL, aH , θq,@θ P Θ and there exist a psudo-belief function

r : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s and a cutoff type function t : r0, 1s Ñ Θ such that

1. Functions t and r are continuous and strictly decreasing with rp0q “ 1, rp1q “ 0 and tp0q “

θ̄, tp1q “ θ.

2. For any α P p0, 1q, Apgq “ α implies that

rpαq ¨ ugpaH , aL, θq ` r1´ rpαqs ¨ ugpaH , aL, θq

“ rpαq ¨ ugpaL, aL, θq ` r1´ rpαqs ¨ ugpaL, aL, θq.

As the name suggests, function t maps each fraction α to its corresponding cutoff type. In

other words, α is the probability that a player has a type higher than tpαq. Function r, on the

other hand, maps each fraction α to the belief held by its corresponding cutoff type. An immediate

corollary of Theorem 4 is stated as follows.

Corollary 3. If function r and t are as stated in Theorem 4, then population action profile A is

represented by pH,Bq, where Hpθq “ 1´ t´1pθq and Bpθq “ rpt´1pθqq.
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The contents of Theorem 4 and its corollary can be illustrated with the graph below. For any

g P A and θ P Θ, let set

βgpθq :“ tµ P r0, 1s | ugpaH , µaL ` p1´ µqaH , θq “ ugpaL, µaL ` p1´ µqaH , θqu

denote the set of conjectures for a type-θ player to be indifferent between aH and aL in game g.

Pick any α P p0, 1q; plot the indifference conjecture curves βg for all games g such that Apgq “ α

on the θ-µ plane. The theorem states that all the indifference conjecture curves should intersect

at a same point. The intuition is as follows: Suppose two games are played with the fraction of

players playing aH ; their cutoff types must coincide. For the cutoff type, who is indifferent between

aH and aL in both games, her belief about her opponent’s action is also the same in both games,

since the type-independent belief B is assumed to be constant over games. Therefore, all the

indifference conjecture curves should pass the cutoff type and her conjecture. Let the intersection

be ptpαq, rpαqq. tpαq is then the cutoff type, and rpαq the cutoff type’s conjecture.

Suppose that Apg1q “ α1 ą α “ Apgq. In other words, an analyst observes that more players

play aH in game g1 than in game g. Then the cutoff type for game g1 must be lower than that

for game g. Players’ shared belief about how many in the population plays aL also becomes lower

since the cutoff type is lower and belief B remains unchanged. Therefore, the intersection point

ptpα1q, rpα1qq is located to the southwest of ptpαq, rpαqq.

Figure 10: Illustration of Theorem 4

θ

βg

θ θ̄

rpαq

tpαq

1

βg1

βg2

βg3

Apgq “ α

rpα1q

tpα1q

rpα2q

tpα2q

Example 6. Suppose an analyst studies individual players’ behavior in games with monetary
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payoffs and assumes that players have charity preferences (Charness & Rabin, 2002):

Uipπi, πjq “

$

&

%

θ ¨ πi ` p1´ θq ¨ πj πi ą πj ;

πi πi ď πj .

In words, a type-θ player assigns weight 1 ´ θ to her opponent’s payoff only when her payoff is

higher than her opponent’s. When her own payoff is lower than her opponent’s, she cares only

about her own payoff.

Let the domain of games be A “ tpm,nq | m ă 0, n ă 1u. A typical element pm,nq denotes a

2ˆ2 game whose monetary payoff and actual payoff matrices (when players have charity preferences)

are shown as below.

(a) Monetary payoff matrix

aL aH

aL n, n 0, 1

aH 1, 0 m,m

(b) Actual payoffs payoff matrix

aL aH

aL n, n 0, θ1

aH θ, 0 m,m

Then by definition,

βgpθq “

$

&

%

!

´m
θ´n´m

)

, maxtn, 0u ď θ ď 1;

H, otherwise.

Pick any α P p0, 1q; the analyst can plot the βg curves for all games such that Apgq “ α. For

example, the analyst picks α “ 0.8. She observes that two games, g1 and g2, satisfy Apg1q “

Apg2q “ 0.8. In other words, she observes that in games g1 “ p´0.6, 0.1q and g2 “ p´0.3, 0.3q, 80%

of the population plays aH . The payoff matrices of these two games are shown below.

(a) Payoff matrix for game g1

aL aH

aL 0.1, 0.1 0, θ1

aH θ, 0 ´0.6,´0.6

(b) Payoff matrix for game g2

aL aH

aL 0.3, 0.3 0, θ1

aH θ, 0 ´0.3,´0.3

When plotted, the indifference belief curves of g1 and g2 intersect at p0.5, 0.6q. In other words,

a player with type θ “ 0.5 is indifferent between the two actions in both games if she conjectures

that her opponent plays aL with probability 0.6 and plays aH with probability 0.4. The model then

predicts that for any game g3, if the same player (θ “ 0.5) is indifferent between the two actions

under the same conjecture (µpaLq “ 0.6, µpaHq “ 0.4) in the new game g3, then exactly 80% of the
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population play aH in g3. Indeed, when g3 “ p´0.1,´0.9q, this is exactly the case. However, if the

analyst observes that Apg13q “ 0.8 and g13 “ p0.2,´0.8q, then the data cannot be explained by a

model where players have charity preferences and hold type-independent beliefs about each other.

Intuitively, if we compare the payoffs of game g13 with that of game g1, the outcome of paH , aHq

generates a lower payoff while the outcome of paL, aLq generates a higher payoff. We expect more

players to play the low action. In other words, we expect that Apg13q ă Apg1q. As is shown on

the graph, in game g13 player of type θ “ 0.5 is indifferent only if she holds a conjecture that her

opponent plays aL with probability higher than 0.6. At the conjecture of 0.6, she prefers aL over

aH , which implies that cutoff type is higher than 0.5 and Apg13q ą Apg1q.

(a) Payoff matrix for game g3

aL aH

aL ´0.1,´0.1 0, θ1

aH θ, 0 ´0.9,´0.9

(b) Payoff matrix for game g1
3

aL aH

aL 0.2, 0.2 0, θ1

aH θ, 0 ´0.8,´0.8

θ

βg

1

10

βg1

βg2

Apgq “ 0.8

rp0.8q “ 0.6

tp0.8q “ 0.5

βg1
3βg3

B Comparison with magical thinking model

In this section, I compare the type-independent belief model with the magical thinking model

proposed by Daley and Sadowski (2016). Specifically, I compare their behavioral implications in

the context of lab experiments. Suppose subjects are presented with the following game:
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Table 18: Lab experiment game

aLpdq aHpcq

aLpdq 0.1, 0.1 0, 1

aHpcq 1, 0 0.2, 0.2

The magical thinking model captures player’s “illusion of control”: Players believe that their

action choice can influence their opponents’ choice.(Daley & Sadowski, 2016) In the above game,

by playing aH , a player can get a higher payoff no matter what her opponent plays and at the same

time increase the probability of outcome of paH , aHq instead of paL, aLq. The magical thinking

model predicts that all players play aH (or c) in this game. Moreover, when m increases and n

decreases, the statement remains true. This is a violation of the Monotonicity axiom.

When players hold altruistic preferences, there are always low types players who prefer the

payoff pair p0, 1q to p0.2, 0.2q, where the first item is their own payoff and the second item is their

opponents’ payoff. In other words, they are willing to sacrifice their own payoff to increase their

opponents’ payoff as long as the ratio is large enough. For example, a player of type θ “ 1{2 is

willing to sacrifice her own payoff as long as her opponents’ payoff increases by a larger amount.

Therefore, the population is sensitive to the parameter change.

The fact that altruistic preference models violate Monotonicity axiom defined by Daley and

Sadowski (2016) is established in their supplementary appendix. Therefore, the two models are

behaviorally distinct.

C Proofs for Section 3

Proof of Proposition 1. First of all, applying the result of Theorem 3, a unique cutoff equilibrium

exists. We only need to establish that any SBNE is a cutoff equilibrium.

Suppose σ : r0, 1s Ñ ∆taL, aHu is a subjective Bayesian Nash equilibrium for game g “ pm,nq.

Suppose σθpaHq ą 0 for some θ P r0, 1s. Let µ P r0, 1s be type-θ player’s conjecture that her

opponent plays aH . Since all players have a shared belief, for any θ1 ą θ, type-θ1 player’s conjecture

is also µ. Therefore,

θp1´ µq `mµ ě np1´ µq ` p1´ θqµ

ùñ p1´m´ nqp1´ µq ě 1´ θ ´m

ùñ p1´m´ nqp1´ µq ą 1´ θ1 ´m

ùñ θ1p1´ µq `mµ ą np1´ µq ` p1´ θ1qµ

In words, a type-θ1 player strictly prefers action aH to aL. Similarly, suppose σθpaLq ą 0, then

σθ1paLq “ 1 for all θ1 ă θ. Therefore, any SBNE is a cutoff equilibrium.
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Before proving Theorem 1, I first establish that when a population action profile satisfies Axioms

1-4, then the following lemmas hold.

Lemma 1. Fix any c ď 1, for any α P r0, 1s, there exists a unique n P rc ´ 1, 1s such that

Apc´ n, nq “ α.

Proof. Fix any c ď 1, it is immediate that function qcpnq :“ Apc ´ n, nq : rc ´ 1, 1s Ñ r0, 1s is

continuous and strictly decreasing. Moreover, Ap1, c´ 1q “ 1 and Apc´ 1, 1q “ 0.

Therefore, function qc has a well-defined inverse function q´1
c : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s, which is contin-

uous and strictly decreasing. In other words, for any α P r0, 1s, there exists a unique n “ q´1
c pαq,

such that

qcpnq “ Apc´ n, nq “ α.

Lemma 2. There exists functions r, t : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s such that

1. Function t is continuous and strictly decreasing.

2. Function r is weakly decreasing.

3. For any α P r0, 1s, m ă 1, n ă 1 and m` n ă 1,

Apm,nq “ α ùñ rpαq “
1

m` n´ 1
¨ tpαq `

m´ 1

m` n´ 1
.

Proof. Take c “ 1 and apply the result of Lemma 1, function qpnq :“ Ap1´n, nq : r0, 1s is continuous

and strictly decreasing in n. Since qp0q “ 1 and qp1q “ 0, the inverse function t :“ q´1 : r0, 1s Ñ

r0, 1s is well defined. Moreover, function t is continuous and strictly decreasing in n.

Moreover, for any α P r0, 1s, let

rpαq :“
1

m` n´ 1
tpαq `

m´ 1

m` n´ 1
,

where Apm,nq “ α, m,n ď 1 and m`n ă 1. First of all, want to show that value of rpαq does not

depend on the choice of game pm,nq.

Fix any α P p0, 1q, let pm,nq ‰ pm1, n1q be such that Apm,nq “ Apm1, n1q “ α. Then m ` n ‰

m1 ` n1, because otherwise monotonicity implies that m “ m1 and n “ n1. Therefore, without loss

of generality assume that m` n ă m1 ` n1 ă 1.

Let

r “
1

m` n´ 1
tpαq `

m´ 1

m` n´ 1
;

r1 “
1

m1 ` n1 ´ 1
tpαq `

m1 ´ 1

m1 ` n1 ´ 1
.
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It implies that

pm` n´ 1qr “ tpαq `m´ 1

pm1 ` n1 ´ 1qr “ tpαq `m1 ´ 1

Since m` n ă m1 ` n1 ă 1, there exists β P p0, 1q such that

βpm` nq ` p1´ βq ¨ 1 “ m1 ` n1.

Let

pm2, n2q :“ βpm,nq ` p1´ βqp1´ tpαq, tpαqq

Then

n2 “ β ¨ n` p1´ βqtpαq;

1´m2 “ βp1´mq ` p1´ βqtpαq;

m2 ` n2 “ m1 ` n1;

By convexity, Apm2, n2q “ α. Since m2 ` n2 “ m1 ` n1, it has to be the case that m1 “ m2 and

n1 “ n2.

n2 ¨ r ` p1´m2qp1´ rq

“
“

βn` p1´ βqtpαq
‰

r `
“

βp1´mq ` p1´ βqtpαq
‰

p1´ rq

“β
“

n ¨ r ` p1´mqp1´ rq
‰

` p1´ βq
“

tpαq ¨ r ` tpαqp1´ rq
‰

“tpαq

ùñ pm2 ` n2 ´ 1qr “ tpαq `m2 ´ 1.

Compared with pm1 ` n1 ` 1qr “ tpαq `m1 ´ 1, the fact that m1 ` n1 “ m2 ` n2 and m1 “ m2

implies that r “ r1. Therefore, function r is well-defined on p0, 1q.

When Apm,nq “ α “ 0, if m,n ď 1 then the monotonicity of A implies that n “ 1, which then

implies that

rp0q “
1

m` n´ 1
tp0q `

m´ 1

m` n´ 1
“

1

m` 1´ 1
`

m´ 1

m` 1´ 1
“ 1,

regardless of the choice of game pm,nq. Similarly,

rp1q “
1

m1 ` n1 ´ 1
tp1q `

m1 ´ 1

m1 ` n1 ´ 1
“ 0`

1´ 1

1` n1 ´ 1
“ 0,
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where Apm1, n1q “ 1, m1, n1 ď 1 and m1 ` n1 ă 1. Therefore, function r is well-defined on r0, 1s.

Finally, we want to prove that function r is weakly decreasing. Take any 0 ď α1 ă α ď 1, fix

any c ă 1, let n, n1, l, l1 be such that

Apc´ n, nq “ Ap1´ l, lq “ α, Apc´ n1, n1q “ Ap1´ l1, l1q “ α1.

Then

l “ tpαq, l1 “ tpα1q

pc´ 1qrpαq “ tpαq ` c´ 1´ n “ l ` c´ 1´ n

pc´ 1qrpα1q “ tpα1q ` c´ 1´ n1 “ l1 ` c´ 1´ n1.

Suppose rpα1q ă rpαq, then

l1 ` c´ 1´ n1 ą l ` c´ 1´ n

ùñ l1 ´ l ą n1 ´ n ą 0.

Take any γ ą l1´l
pl1´lq´pn1´nq ą 1, let

x “ γn` p1´ γql, and x1 “ γn1 ` p1´ γql1.

Then x ą x1.

Consider games

g1 :“ γpc´ n, nq ` p1´ γqp1´ l, lq “ pc1 ´ x, xq, and

g2 :“ γpc´ n1, n1q ` p1´ γqp1´ l1, l1q “ pc1 ´ x1, x1q;

where c1 :“ γc` p1´ γq ¨ 1 ă c ă 1.

By monotonicity, Apg1q ă Apg2q. However, convexity, continuity and monotonicity combined

implies that Apg1q “ α and Apg2q “ α1, as is demonstrated below. Take game g1,

g1 “ pc
1 ´ x, xq “ γpc´ n, nq ` p1´ γqp1´ l, lq

ùñ pc´ n, nq “
1

γ
pc1 ´ x, xq `

„

1´
1

γ



p1´ l, lq

Suppose Apg1q ă α, then there exists y ă x such that Apc1 ´ y, yq “ α ą Apg1q. It then implies
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that

A

ˆ

1

γ
pc1 ´ y, yq `

„

1´
1

γ



p1´ l, lq

˙

“ α

ùñ A

ˆ

1

γ
pc1 ´ x, xq `

„

1´
1

γ



p1´ l, lq

˙

“ Apc´ n, nq ă α

Contradiction is reached, since Apc´n, nq “ α. A similar contradiction can be reached if Apg1q ą α.

By similar argument, Apg2q “ α1. It contradicts the previously established statement that

Apg1q ă Apg2q. Therefore, it has to be the case that rpα1q ě rpαq. In other words, function r is

weakly decreasing. Since rp0q “ 1 and rp1q “ 0, rpαq P r0, 1s for all α P r0, 1s.

Lemma 3. Functions r and t are continuous.

Proof. Take any increasing sequence tαnu such that αn Ñ α. Sequences tpαnq and rpαnq are

decreasing and lower bounded by 0. Therefore there exists t, r P r0, 1s such that

tpαnq Ñ t ě tpαq, rpαnq Ñ r ě rpαq

Fix any c ă 1, for each αn, there exists ln P rc´ 1, 1s such that Apc´ ln, lnq “ αn and

ln “ tpαnq ´ pc´ 1qrpαnq ` pc´ 1q.

Moreover, ln is decreasing and lower bounded by 0. Thus there exists l P r0, 1s such that ln Ñ l as

nÑ8. By continuity of A, Apc´ l, lq “ limnÑ8Apc´ ln, lnq “ α.

lim
nÑ8

ln “ lim
nÑ8

tpαnq ´ pc´ 1qrpαnq ` pc´ 1q

“ t` p1´ cqr ` pc´ 1q

ě tpαq ` p1´ cqrpαq ` pc´ 1q

“ l.

Therefore, t “ tpαq and r “ rpαq.

Similarly, take any decreasing sequence βn

lim
nÑ8

“ β

ùñ lim
nÑ8

tpβnq “ tpβq, lim
nÑ8

rpβnq “ rpβq.

Therefore, functions rp¨q and tp¨q are continuous.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity: Suppose a population action profile has a shared belief represen-

tation pH,Bq.

Dominance: Consider game pm,nq where m ě 1, then m` n ď 1 implies that n ď 0. For any

θ, µ P r0, 1s,

1´m´ n ě 0 ě 1´m´ θ ùñ p1´m´ nqµ ě 1´m´ θ

ùñ θµ`mp1´ µq ě nµ` p1´ θqp1´ µq.

The inequality is strict when θ ą 0. Therefore, for such games, θ˚ “ 0 and Apm,nq “ 1´Hpθ˚q “ 1.

Similarly Apm,nq “ 0 for all games with n ě 1.

Monotonicity : Take any two games pm,nq and pm1, n1q such that m ă m1 ď 1 and n1 ă n ď 1.

Let θ and θ1 be their cutoff types. Then

Bpθq ¨ n` r1´Bpθqs ¨ p1´ θq “ Bpθq ¨ θ ` r1´Bpθqs ¨m

ùñ Bpθq ¨ n` r1´Bpθqs ¨ p1´mq “ θ

Similarly,

Bpθ1q ¨ n1 ` r1´Bpθ1qs ¨ p1´m1q “ θ1

Suppose θ ď θ1, then Bpθq ď Bpθ1q and

θ “ Bpθq ¨ n` r1´Bpθqs ¨ p1´mq

ą Bpθq ¨ n1 ` r1´Bpθqs ¨ p1´m1q

ě Bpθ1q ¨ n1 ` r1´Bpθ1qs ¨ p1´m1q “ θ1.

The second inequality is because n1 ď 1´m1 and Bpθ1q ě Bpθq. Contradiction is reached. Therefore,

θ ą θ and Apm,nq “ 1´Hpθq ă 1´Hpθ1q “ Apm1, n1q.

Continuity : Fix any c ď 1, consider games pc´ n, nq. When c´ 1 ď n ď 1,

p1´ cqBpθnq ` θn ` c´ 1 “ n.

Let tnkukď1 Ă rc ´ 1, 1s be an increasing sequence that converges to n P pc ´ 1, 1s. Let θnk
be

the cutoff type for game pc´ nk, nkq. It is shown that θnk
is also an increasing sequence. Since it
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is bounded from above, let θ˚ :“ limkÑ8 θnk
. Then

p1´ cqGpθnk
q ` θnk

` c´ 1 “ nk

ùñ p1´ cqGpθ˚q ` θ˚ ` c´ 1 “ n “ p1´ cqGpθnq ` θn ` c´ 1

ùñ θ˚ “ θn

ùñ lim
kÑ8

Apc´ nk, nkq “ lim
kÑ8

1´Hpθnk
q “ 1´Hpθ˚q “ 1´Hpθnq “ Apc´ n, nq

The proof is similar for a decreasing sequence tn1kukÑ8 that converges to n1 P rc´ 1, 1q. Therefore,

fix any c ď 1, Apc´ n, nq is continuous on rc´ 1, 1s. Moreover, Apc´ n, nq “ 1 when n ď c´ 1, ;

and Apc´ n, nq “ 0 when n ě 1. Therefore, Apc´ n, nq is continuous in n on R.

Convexity : Suppose Apm,nq “ Apm1, n1q “ α, then they have the same cutoff type θ˚ where

α “ 1´Hpθ˚q. It is straightforward to check that θ˚ is also the cutoff type for game pγm` p1´

γqm1, γn` p1´ γqn1q. Therefore,

Apγm` p1´ γqm1, γn` p1´ γqn1q “ 1´Hpθ˚q “ α,@γ P r0, 1s.

Sufficiency: It is established in the previous lemmas that function t : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s is contin-

uous and strictly decreasing with tpr0, 1sq “ r0, 1s. Its reverse function t´1 : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s is thus

well defined, continuous, and strictly decreasing. Let

Hpθq :“ 1´ t´1pθq, and Bpθq :“ r
`

t´1pθq
˘

,@θ P r0, 1s.

The continuity of functions tp¨q and rp¨q imply that Hp¨q and Bp¨q are both continuous. More-

over, since function t is strictly decreasing, function H is strictly increasing. Since function r is

weakly decreasing, function B is weakly increasing. Moreover,

Hp0q “ 1´ t´1p0q “ 0, Hp1q “ 1´ t´1p1q “ 1;

Bp0q “ rpt´1p0qq “ rp1q “ 0, Bp1q “ rpt´1p1qq “ rp0q “ 1.

Pick any game pm,nq where m` n ă 1, let θ˚ “ tpApm,nqq. Then

Bpθ˚q “ rpApm,nqq “
1

m` n´ 1
tpApm,nqq `

m´ 1

m` n´ 1
“
θ˚ `m´ 1

m` n´ 1
;

Hpθ˚q “ 1´Apm,nq.
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Therefore,

θBpθ˚q `mp1´Bpθ˚qq ě nBpθ˚q ` p1´ θqp1´Bpθ˚qq,@θ ą θ˚;

θBpθ˚q `mp1´Bpθ˚qq ď nBpθ˚q ` p1´ θqp1´Bpθ˚qq,@θ ă θ˚;

Apm,nq “ 1´Hpθ˚q.

For games of the shape p1 ´ n, nq, let θ˚ “ n. By definition, θ˚ “ tpAp1 ´ n, nqq. The rest of

the checking is trivial.

Proof of Proposition 2. Take any t P r0, 1s, consider game p1 ´ t, tq, whether A has shared belief

representation pH,Bq or pH 1, B1q, θ˚ “ t. Therefore,

Hpθ˚q “ 1´Ap1´ t, tq “ H 1pθ˚q ùñ Hptq “ H 1ptq.

Similarly, for t P r0, 1s, fix c ă 1, there exists nc P r0, 1s such that Apc ´ nc, ncq “ Ap1 ´ t, tq.

Let θ1 and θ2 be the cutoff types for games pc´ nc, ncq and p1´ t, tq respectively. Then

1´Hpθ1q “ Apc´ nc, ncq “ Ap1´ t, tq “ 1´Hpθ2q.

Since Hp¨q is strictly increasing, θ1 “ θ2 “ t. Since A has representations pH,Bq and pH 1, B1q,

functions B and B1 are both continuous and therefore

tBptq ` pc´ ncqp1´Bptqq “ ncBptq ` p1´ tqp1´Bptqq

tB1ptq ` pc´ ncqp1´B
1ptqq “ ncB

1ptq ` p1´ tqp1´B1ptqq

ùñ Bptq “ B1ptq “
nc ` 1´ t´ c

1´ c
.

Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose for some game pm,nq P G, Apm,nq ą A1Hpm,nq. Let θ˚ and θ˚˚ be

the cutoff types for game pm,nq in the two populations. Then

1´Hpθ˚q ą 1´H 1pθ˚˚q

ùñ H 1pθ˚q ď Hpθ˚q ă H 1pθ˚˚q

ùñ θ˚ ă θ˚˚

For all θ P pθ˚, θ˚˚q,

p1´m´ nqBpθ˚q ě 1´m´ θ ě p1´m´ nqB1pθ˚˚q
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If m` n “ 1, then θ “ 1´m for all θ P pθ˚, θ˚˚q. Contradiction. Otherwise,

Bpθ˚q ě B1pθ˚˚q ě Bpθ˚˚q

ùñ θ˚ ě θ˚˚

Contradiction is reached.

Proof of Proposition 4. Necessity: Suppose H “ H 1, B ď B1 and A and A1 are represented

by pH,Bq and pH 1, B1q respectively. The fact that Apm,nq ď A1pm,nq for all pm,nq is proved

in the previous result. For any game pm,nq where m ` n “ 1, the cutoff type θ˚ “ n and

Apm,nq “ 1´Hpnq “ 1´H 1pnq “ A1pm,nq.

Sufficiency: Suppose Apm,nq “ A1pm,nq when m ` n “ 1. Then for any n P r0, 1s, Ap1 ´

n, nq “ 1´Hpnq “ A1p1´ n, nq “ 1´H 1pnq, therefore Hpnq “ H 1pnq for all n P r0, 1s.

Pick any game 0 ă θ ă 1, let game pm,nq be such that m` n ă 1 and

Apm,nq “ 1´Hpθq.

Then p1´m´ nqBpθq “ 1´m´ θ. Suppose B1pθq ă Gpθq, then

On the other hand, A1pm,nq ě Apm,nq implies that θ ě θ1, where θ1 is the cutoff type for

profile A1. By monotonicity, θ1 P p0, 1q and

p1´m´ nqB1pθ1q “ 1´m´ θ1.

Therefore,

B1pθq ě B1pθ1q “
1´m´ θ1

1´m´ n

ě
1´m´ θ

1´m´ n
“ Bpθq,@0 ă θ ă 1

Finally, when θ “ 0 or 1, Bpθq “ B1pθq.

Proof of Proposition 5. Necessity: A1pm,nq ě Apm,nq is proved previously. Suppose for two

games Apm,nq “ Apm1, n1q. Let θ and θ1 be the cutoff types for the two games, then θ “ θ1.

Moreover, for all types t ă θ “ θ1,

nBpθq ` p1´ tqp1´Bpθqq ě tBpθq `mp1´Bpθqq;
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and for all t ą θ “ θ1,

nBpθq ` p1´ tqp1´Bpθqq ď tBpθq `mp1´Bpθqq.

Since Bpθq “ B1pθq for all θ. The above inequalities also hold for function B1. It implies that if a

population has B1 as their shared belief, θ and θ1 are also cutoff types for games pm,nq and pm1, n1q.

Therefore,

A1pm,nq “ 1´H 1pθq “ 1´H 1pθ1q “ A1pm1, n1q.

Sufficiency:When θ “ 0, 1, Bpθq “ Bpθ1q is automatically true.

Pick any θ P p0, 1q. Let pm,nq and pm1, n1q be two games where m ă 1, n ă 1 and

Apm,nq “ Apm1, n1q “ 1´Hpθq P p0, 1q.

Then

p1´m´ nqBpθq “ 1´m´ θ, p1´m1 ´ n1qBpθq “ 1´m1 ´ θ

ùñ θ “
n´ n1

pm` nq ´ pm1 ` n1q
p1´mq `

m´m1

pm` nq ´ pm1 ` n1q
n,

Bpθq “
m´m1

pm` nq ´ pm1 ` n1q
.

Since A1pm,nq “ A1pm1, n1q, m ă 1 and n ă 1, let θ1 the shared cutoff types for these two

games. Then

p1´m´ nqB1pθ1q “ 1´m´ θ1, p1´m1 ´ n1qB1pθ1q “ 1´m1 ´ θ1

ùñ θ1 “
n´ n1

pm` nq ´ pm1 ` n1q
p1´mq `

m´m1

pm` nq ´ pm1 ` n1q
n,

B1pθ1q “
m´m1

pm` nq ´ pm1 ` n1q
.

It is obvious that θ “ θ1 and it then further implies that B1pθq “ Bpθq.

Proof of Theorem 2. Necessity: Suppose Apm,nq “ α P p0, 1q. Let θ˚ be the cutoff type for game

pm,nq. Then θ˚ P p0, 1q and

p1´m´ nqBpθ˚q ` θ˚ “ 1´m, Bpθ˚q “ Hpθ˚q “ 1´ α

ùñ p1´m´ nqp1´ αq ` θ˚ “ 1´m

ùñ p1´m´ n´ δqp1´ αq ` θ˚ “ 1´m´ δp1´ αq

ùñ r1´ pm` p1´ αqδq ´ pn` αδqsBpθ˚q ` θ˚ “ 1´ pm` p1´ αqδq.
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Therefore, θ˚ is also the cutoff type for game pm` p1´ αqδ, n` αδq and

Apm` p1´ αqδ, n` αδq “ 1´Hpθ˚q “ α.

Sufficiency: Pick any t P p0, 1q and δ ă 0, if Ap1´ t, tq “ α, then Hptq “ 1´ α since t is the

cutoff type for game p1´ t, tq. Moreover, let θ˚ be the cutoff type for game p1´ t´p1´αqδ, t`αδq.

Then

Ap1´ t´ p1´ αqδ, t` αδq “ α

ùñ Hpθ˚q “ 1´ α, p1´ 1´ δqBpθ˚q ` θ˚ “ 1´ p1´ t´ p1´ αqδq

ùñ θ˚ “ t, Bptq “ 1´ α “ Hptq.

Since Hp0q “ Bp0q “ 0 and Hp1q “ Bp1q “ 1, Hptq “ Bptq for all t P r0, 1s.

D Proofs for Section 4

Proof of Claim 1. Suppose for some θ ă θ1, αθ “ aH and αθ1 “ aL. Then µθ ą µθ1 by assumption.

µθ ¨ upaH , aH , θq ` p1´ µθqupaH , aL, θq ě µθ ¨ upaL, aH , θq ` p1´ µθqupaL, aL, θq

ùñ µθ ¨
“

upaH , aH , θq ´ upaL, aH , θq
‰

` p1´ µθq
“

upaH , aL, θq ´ upaL, aL, θq
‰

ě 0

The increasing difference property implies that

µθ ¨
“

upaH , aH , θ
1q ´ upaL, aH , θ

1q
‰

` p1´ µθq
“

upaH , aL, θ
1q ´ upaL, aL, θ

1q
‰

ą 0.

For the above expression to be positive, strategic substitution suggests that there are two cases.

1. upaH , aH , θ
1q ´ upaL, aH , θ

1q ě 0, upaH , aL, θ
1q ´ upaL, aL, θ

1q ą 0;

2. upaH , aH , θ
1q ´ upaL, aH , θ

1q ď 0, upaH , aL, θ
1q ´ upaL, aL, θ

1q ą 0,.

In either case, µθ ą µθ1 implies that

µθ1 ¨
“

upaH , aH , θ
1q ´ upaL, aH , θ

1q
‰

` p1´ µθ1q
“

upaH , aL, θ
1q ´ upaL, aL, θ

1q
‰

ą 0

ùñ µθ1 ¨ upaH , aH , θ
1q ` p1´ µθ1qupaH , aL, θ

1q ą µθ1 ¨ upaL, aH , θ
1q ` p1´ µθ1qupaL, aL, θ

1q,

which contradicts the fact that αθ1 “ aL.
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Before proving Theorem 3, I first establish the necessary and sufficient condition for a cutoff

equilibrium to exist for each game pm,nq P G.

Lemma 4. For any game pm,nq, if m,n ă 1 and m`n ă 1, then there exists θ˚ P p0, 1q such that

pm` n´ 1qF pθ˚; θ˚q “ θ˚ `m´ 1.

Moreover, a unique cutoff equilibrium exists for game pm,nq if and only if

F pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚q

θ ´ θ˚
ě

1

m` n´ 1
,@θ ‰ θ˚ P r0, 1s.

Proof of Lemma 4. Consider equation

F pθ; θq “
θ `m´ 1

m` n´ 1
.

By assumption, the left hand side is continuous and increasing in θ. The right hand side is con-

tinuous and strictly decreasing. When θ “ 0, RHS “ m´1
m`n´1 ą 0 “ LHS. When θ “ 1,

RHS “ m
m`n´1 ă 1 “ LHS. Therefore, there exists a unique θ˚ P p0, 1q such that

pm` n´ 1qF pθ˚; θ˚q “ θ˚ `m´ 1.

Necessity: Suppose a unique cutoff equilibrium exists for game pm,nq. Since m,n ă 1, θ “ 0

and 1 cannot be the cutoff type. Let the cutoff type be θ1 P p0, 1q. Then for all θ P pθ1, 1s ‰ H,

F pθ1; θqn` p1´ F pθ1; θqqp1´ θq ď θF pθ1; θq `mp1´ F pθ1; θqq;

and for all θ P r0, θ1q ‰ H,

F pθ1; θqn` p1´ F pθ1; θqqp1´ θq ě θF pθ1; θq `mp1´ F pθ1; θqq.

By continuity,

F pθ1; θqn` p1´ F pθ1; θqqp1´ θq ě θF pθ1; θq `mp1´ F pθ1; θqq ùñ θ1 “ θ˚.
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Moreover, for all θ P pθ˚, 1s,

F pθ˚; θqn` p1´ F pθ˚; θqqp1´ θq ď θF pθ˚; θq `mp1´ F pθ˚; θqq

ùñ pm` n´ 1qF pθ˚; θq ď θ `m´ 1

ùñ pm` n´ 1q rF pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚qs ď θ ´ θ˚

ùñ
F pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚q

θ ´ θ˚
ě

1

m` n´ 1
.

Similarly, for all θ P r0, θ˚q,

F pθ˚; θqn` p1´ F pθ˚; θqqp1´ θq ě θF pθ˚; θq `mp1´ F pθ˚; θqq

ùñ pm` n´ 1qF pθ˚; θq ě θ `m´ 1

ùñ pm` n´ 1q rF pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚qs ě θ ´ θ˚

ùñ
F pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚q

θ ´ θ˚
ě

1

m` n´ 1
.

Sufficiency: Suppose for all θ ‰ θ˚,

F pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚q

θ ´ θ˚
ě

1

m` n´ 1
.

Then for all θ ą θ˚,

pm` n´ 1q rF pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚qs ď θ ´ θ˚

ùñ pm` n´ 1qF pθ˚; θq ď θ `m´ 1

ùñ F pθ˚; θqn` p1´ F pθ˚; θqqp1´ θq ď θF pθ˚; θq `mp1´ F pθ˚; θqq.

Therefore, all those players whose types are higher than θ˚ find the high action aH more preferable.

Similarly, all those whose types are lower than θ˚ prefer aL. In other words, a cutoff equilibrium

exists and its cutoff type is θ˚.

Let θ1 be another cutoff type. The fact that m,n ă 1 implies that θ1 ‰ 0, 1. As is argued before

θ1 “ θ˚. Therefore, the cutoff equilibrium is unique.
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Figure 14: Proof sketch of Theorem 3
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Proof of Theorem 3. Necessity: For any θ1 P p0, 1q and c ă 1, there exists pm,nq such that

m` n “ c,m ă 1, n ă 1 and

pm` n´ 1qF pθ1, θ1q “ θ1 `m´ 1.

Since a unique cutoff equilibrium exists for game pm,nq, for any θ ‰ θ1 P r0, 1s,

F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1
ě

1

m` n´ 1
“

1

c´ 1
.

When θ1 “ 0 or 1,
F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1
“ 0 ě

1

c´ 1
.

Sufficiency: Pick any game pm,nq such that m ` n “ c ă 1. If m ě 1 or n ě 1, a unique

cutoff equilibrium exists. Otherwise, there exists θ˚ P p0, 1q such that

pm` n´ 1qF pθ˚; θ˚q “ θ˚ `m´ 1.

Moreover,
F pθ˚; θq ´ F pθ˚; θ˚q

θ ´ θ1
ě

1

c´ 1
“

1

m` n´ 1
.

A unique cutoff equilibrium exists for game pm,nq.

Proof of Corollary 1. Since a cutoff equilibrium exists for all games pm,nq where m ` n “ c, for

any θ ‰ θ1 P r0, 1s,
F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1
ě

1

c´ 1
ą

1

c1 ´ 1
.
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It implies that cutoff equilibria exists for all games pm1, n1q where m1 ` n1 “ c1.

Proof of Corollary 2. Since cutoff equilibria exists for all c-games for population F, for all θ ‰ θ1 P

r0, 1s,

F 1pθ1; θq ´ F 1pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1
“ ´

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

F 1pθ1; θq ´ F 1pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ě ´

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ1 ´ θ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“
F pθ1; θq ´ F pθ1; θ1q

θ ´ θ1
ě

1

c´ 1
.

Therefore, cutoff equilibria also exists for all c-games for population F 1.

Proofs of Properties 1 and 2. Discussed in the text.

Proof of Proposition 6. Suppose tAiui is represented by ptθiui, F q, then for any game p1´ n, nq,

θi ą n ùñ Aip1´ n, nq “ 1, and θi ă n ùñ Aip1´ n, nq “ 0.

Therefore, pick any n P r0, 1s,

Aip1´ n, nq “ 1 ùñ θi ě n.

Thus, θi ě ti.

Suppose θi ą ti, then there exists t P pti, θiq such that Aip1´t, tq “ 0. The fact that Aip1´t, tq “

0 implies that θi ď t ă ti. Contradiction reached. θi “ ti.

Proof of Property 3. By definition, the fact that

θi ą t ùñ Aipm,nq “ Aipm
1, n1q “ 1; θi ă t ùñ Aipm,nq “ Aipm

1, n1q “ 0.

implies that

θi ą t ùñ θiF pt; θiq `mp1´ F pt; θiqq ě nF pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq;

θiF pt; θiq `m
1p1´ F pt; θiqq ě n1F pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq;

ùñ θiF pt; θiq `m
2p1´ F pt; θiqq ě n2F pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq;

where m2 “ αm` p1´ αqm1 and n2 “ αn` p1´ αqn1 for some α P r0, 1s.

Similarly,

θi ă t ùñ θiF pt; θiq `m
2p1´ F pt; θiqq ď n2F pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq.
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Since ptθiui, F q represents tAiui,

θi ą t ùñ Aipm
2, n2q “ 1, θi ă t ùñ Aipm

2, n2q “ 0.

Proof of Property 4. Suppose individual action profile tAiui has full belief profile representation

ptθiui, F q.

θi ą t ùñ Aipmk, nkq “ 1; θi ă t ùñ Aipmk, nkq “ 0.

implies that

θi ą t ùñ θiF pt; θiq `mkp1´ F pt; θiqq ě nkF pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq,@k.

ùñ θiF pt; θiq `mp1´ F pt; θiqq ě nF pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq,@k.

θi ă t ùñ θiF pt; θiq `mkp1´ F pt; θiqq ě nkF pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq,@k.

ùñ θiF pt; θiq `mp1´ F pt; θiqq ď nF pt; θiq ` p1´ θiqp1´ F pt; θiqq,@k.

Therefore,

θi ą t ùñ Aipm,nq “ 1; θi ă t ùñ Aipm,nq “ 0.

Proof of Proposition 8. First of all, the lemma implies that θi “ θ1i “ ti for all i.

Second, if for some pm,nq,

θi ą t ùñ Aipm,nq “ 1, and θi ă t ùñ Aipm,nq “ 0,

then

F pt; tq “
m` t´ 1

m` n´ 1
“ F 1pt; tq.

Proof of Proposition 9. Pick any pm1, n1q PM 1
t , where 0 ă t ă 1. Then

p1´m1 ´ n1qF 1pt; tq “ 1´m1 ´ t; and
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

F 1pt; θq ´ F 1pt; tq

θ ´ t

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
1

1´m´ n
.
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Let pm,nq be such that m` n “ m1 ` n1 and

m “ 1´ t´ p1´m1 ´ n1qF pt; tq ùñ p1´m´ nqF pt; tq “ 1´m´ t

Since belief profile F 1 is more self-similar than F ,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

F pt; θq ´ F pt; tq

θ ´ t

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

F 1pt; θq ´ F 1pt; tq

θ ´ t

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
1

1´m1 ´ n1
“

1

1´m´ n
.

Therefore, t is also the cutoff type for game pm,nq with belief profile F . Since tAiuiPI is represented

by ptθiu, F q, pm,nq PMt.

Moreover, there exists θ˚ P p0, 1q such that, for all t ď θ˚, F 1pt; tq ě F pt; tq and

m “ 1´ t´ p1´m1 ´ n1qF pt; tq ď 1´ t´ p1´m1 ´ n1qF 1pt; tq “ m1

Since m` n “ m1 ` n1, n ě n1. Similarly, when t ě θ˚, m ě m1 and n ď n1.

E Proofs for Section A

Proof of Claim 2. For any game g P G,

ugpaH , aH , θq ´ ugpaL, aH , θq “ θ `m´ 1;

ugpaH , aL, θq ´ ugpaL, aL, θq “ θ ´ n.

Both differences are continuous and strictly increasing in θ.

Moreover, since n ď 1´m,

ugpaH , aH , θq ´ ugpaL, aH , θq ě pąq0

ùñ θ `m´ 1 ě pąq0

ùñ θ ´ n ě pąq0

ùñ ugpaH , aL, θq ´ ugpaL, aL, θq ě pąq0.

Before formally proving Claim 3, we first prove the following result:

Lemma 5. Take any game g P A and belief B, a unique cutoff equilibrium exists.

Proof. Fix any game g, let

δpaL, θq :“ ugpaH , aL, θq ´ ugpaL, aL, θq and δpaH , θq :“ ugpaH , aH , θq ´ ugpaL, aH , θq
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denote the payoff gain switching from aL to aH when the opponent plays aL and aH respectively.

Let

θL :“ argmin
θ

ˇ

ˇugpaH , aL, θq ´ ugpaL, aL, θq
ˇ

ˇ and θH :“ argmin
θ

ˇ

ˇugpaH , aH , θq ´ ugpaL, aH , θq
ˇ

ˇ

denote the switching types when the opponent plays aL and aH respectively. Since payoff function

ug is continuous in θ and has increasing differences in pa, θq, the definition makes sense. Moreover,

SCP-IR in pa,´a1q implies that θH ě θL.

Observe that:

1. When θ ă θL, ugpaH , aH , θq ă ugpaL, aH , θq and ugpaH , aL, θq ă ugpaL, aL, θq, which implies

that aL is the strictly dominant strategy.

2. When θL ă θ ă θH , ugpaH , aH , θq ă ugpaL, aH , θq and ugpaH , aL, θq ą ugpaL, aL, θq the

player’s preference over the two actions depends on her conjecture over her opponent’s action.

3. When θ ą θH , ugpaH , aH , θq ą ugpaL, aH , θq and ugpaH , aL, θq ą ugpaL, aL, θq, which implies

that aH is the strictly dominant strategy.

Interval In “ rθL, θHs is thus the set of types who do not have a strictly dominant strategy.

When θH “ θL, In “ tθLu. Almost every type has a strictly dominant strategy. Moreover,

θ˚ “ θH “ θL is the unique cutoff type for a cutoff equilibrium.

When θH ą θL, a player with type θ P pθL, θHq weakly prefers aH if and only if

µ ¨ ugpaH , aL, θq ` p1´ µq ¨ ugpaH , aH , θq ě µ ¨ ugpaL, aL, θq ` p1´ µq ¨ ugpaL, aH , θq

ðñ µ ě
´δpaH , θq

δpaL, θq ´ δpaH , θq
:“ γpθq P p0, 1q.

where µ is the population’s shared conjecture of aL being played.

Consider equation

Bpθq “ γpθq.

Since

γpθLq ě BpθLq, γpθHq ď BpθHq.
5

Since both functions are continuous, an intersection exists. Moreover, function B is increasing

in θ and γ is strictly decreasing, the intersection is unique. Let the θ˚ P rθL, θHs be such that

Bpθ˚q “ γpθ˚q. It is easy to check that it is indeed a cutoff type.

It remains to show that it is also the unique cutoff type. Suppose there exists another cutoff

type θ˚˚.

Note that when θL ă θH , one of the following is true.

5If θL “ θ, then γpθLq ą 0 “ F pθL, θLq. If θL ą θ, then γpθLq “ 1 ě F pθL, θLq. Similarly for θH .
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1. θ ă θL ă θH ă θ̄;

2. θ “ θL ă θH ă θ̄;

3. θ ă θL ă θH “ θ̄;

4. θ “ θL ă θH “ θ̄.

If θ˚˚ “ θ, all types play aH . This is only possible in Cases 2 and 4. In both cases, there exists

ε ą 0, such that for all θ ă θ ` ε,

γpθq “
´δpaH , θq

δpaL, θq ´ δpaH , θqq
ą 0 “ µ.

This contradicts the fact that aH is a best response.

Similarly, if θ˚˚ “ θ̄, all types play aL. This is only possible in Cases 3 and 4. In both cases,

there exists ε1 ą 0, such that for all θ ą θ̄ ´ ε1,

γpθq “
´δpaH , θq

δpaL, θ ´ δpaH , θqq
ă 1 “ µ

This contradicts the fact that aL is the best response.

Therefore, θ˚ P pθ, θ̄q, and it is a solution to equation Bpθq “ γpθq. Therefore, θ˚˚ “ θ˚. The

cutoff equilibrium is unique.

Proof of Claim 3. It is established in the previous lemma that there always exists a unique cutoff

equilibrium. It remains to show that every SBNE is a cutoff equilibrium. Suppose σ is an SBNE,

take any θ ă θ1 P Θ,

σθpaHq ą 0 ùñ µ ¨ δpaH , θq ` p1´ µqδpaL, θq ě 0

ùñ µ ¨ δpaH , θ
1q ` p1´ µqδpaL, θ

1q ą 0

ùñ σθ1paHq “ 1

Similarly, σθ1paLq ą 0 implies that σθpaLq “ 0. Therefore, every SBNE is a cutoff equilibrium.

Proof of Theorem 4. Necessity: Suppose population action profile A is represented by pH,Bq.

Let

tpαq “ H´1p1´ αq, and rpαq “ Brtpαqs “ BrH´1p1´ αqs.

Since functions H and G are continuous and strictly increasing, functions t and r are continuous
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and strictly decreasing. Moreover,

tp0q “ H´1p1q “ θ̄, tp1q “ H´1p0q “ θ; and

rp0q “ Brtp0qs “ Bpθ̄q “ 1, rp1q “ Brtp1qs “ Bpθq “ 1.

For any α P p0, 1q, Apgq “ α implies that θ˚ “ tpαq “ H´1p1 ´ αq P pθ, θ̄q is the cutoff type

for game g. Moreover, a type-θ player conjectures that with probability Bpθ˚q “ rpαq that her

opponent plays aL. Therefore,

rpαqugpaH , aL, θq ` p1´ rpαqqugpaH , aH , θq

ěrpαqugpaL, aL, θq ` p1´ rpαqqugpaL, aH , θq,@θ ě tpαq; and

rpαqugpaH , aL, θq ` p1´ rpαqqugpaH , aH , θq

ďrpαqugpaL, aL, θq ` p1´ rpαqqugpaL, aH , θq,@θ ď tpαq.

By continuity of ug, rpαq P βgptpαqq.

Finally, Apgq “ 1 ðñ θ˚ “ θ. Every player in the population plays aH and believes that her

opponent plays aH for sure. Therefore,

Apgq “ 1 ðñ ugpaH , aH , θq ě ugpaL, aH , θq,@θ P Θ.

Similarly for Apgq “ 0.

Sufficiency: LetHpθq “ 1´t´1pθq andBpθq “ rpt´1pθqq. Since functions r and t are continuous

and strictly decreasing, functions H and B are continuous and strictly increasing. It is also easy

to check that Hp0q “ Bp0q “ 0 and Hp1q “ Bp1q “ 1.

Want to show that population action profile A is represented by pH,Bq. First of all, when

Apgq “ 1 or 0, the conditions are already assumed.

When Apgq “ α P p0, 1q, let θ˚ “ tpαq, then α “ t´1pθ˚q and Bpθ˚q “ rpt´1pθ˚qq “ rpαq P

βgpθ
˚q. In other words,

Bpθ˚qugpaH , aL, θ
˚q ` p1´Bpθ˚qqugpaH , aH , θ

˚q

“Bpθ˚qugpaL, aL, θ
˚q ` p1´Bpθ˚qqugpaL, aH , θ

˚q

ùñ Bpθ˚qrugpaH , aL, θ
˚q ´ ugpaL, aL, θ

˚qs ` p1´Bpθ˚qqrugpaH , aH , θ
˚q ´ ugpaL, aH , θ

˚qs.
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For all θ ą θ˚, by increasing difference property of ug,

Bpθ˚qrugpaH , aL, θq ´ ugpaL, aL, θqs ` p1´Bpθ
˚qqrugpaH , aH , θq ´ ugpaL, aH , θqs ą 0

ùñ Bpθ˚qugpaH , aL, θ
˚q ` p1´Bpθ˚qqugpaH , aH , θ

˚q

ą Bpθ˚qugpaL, aL, θ
˚q ` p1´Bpθ˚qqugpaL, aH , θ

˚q

Similarly,

θ ă θ˚ ùñ Bpθ˚qugpaH , aL, θ
˚q ` p1´Bpθ˚qqugpaH , aH , θ

˚q

ă Bpθ˚qugpaL, aL, θ
˚q ` p1´Bpθ˚qqugpaL, aH , θ

˚q

Proof of Corollary 3. Obvious from the above proof.
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